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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

THE VOTERS KNOW HIM

TO THE VOTERS

And the Better They Know Him the
Better They Like Him.

OF THE

As I am a candidate for
Sheriff, cm the Republican
ticket, and believing that
the voters are entitled to
know just how an Aspirant
stands on imtters pertain
ing to the office for which
he is a candidate, 1 wish to
state, that should I win the
nomination and election, I
could enter upon the duties
of the office without being
in any way handicapped,
as 1 have not made a pro
mise to any man, clique or
faction.

Once before Mr. Hard

ing sought the office of
Sheriff.

The County was

strongly Democratic, but

his

popularity

brought

him to within a few votes
of the goal.

him

Nominate

next Monday

COUNTY OF KNOX

and

you will put a winner on
the ticket.
FRANK F. HARDING
of Thomaston

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS
VOTE FOR

ALBERT
WINSLOW
NEXT MONDAY
Mr. Winslow has been a life
long resident of Rockland;
served in both branches of the
City Government and has been
Road Commissioner and High
way Inspector, besides having
much clerical experience. He
has worked loyally for years on

1 believe in and pledge
*myself to a fair, impartial,
honest and aggressive en
forcement of ALL laws.

I would ask you to con
sider, whether or not, hav
ing a candidate from the
northern part of the Coun
ty, would help balance the
ticket and thereby add
strength to our party in the
September election.

And I would ask you to
consider, for a moment,
whether or not, a man, who
has been a Deputy Sheriff,
and actively engaged in the
enforcement of laws would
be in a better position to
keep the County clean.
I would also ask you to
investigate my record as
in officer, and should it
meet your approval, I ask
for your support.

JETHRO D. PEASE
HOPE, MAINE

ward, city and county commit
tees.

TUTORING
In Latin and French

MISS ETHEL CRIE, A. B.
Bates ’25
Tel. 32-5

Thomaston, Me
71-72

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, June 15, 1926.
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THAYER LOSES GROUND

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

FOR
COUNTY
TREASURER

TALK OF THE TOWN
Freeman A. Stanley, building con

Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable In ad His Own Admission That He Bolted Two Years Ago, and tractor Is making an addition to his
vance; single copies three cents.
Would Again, Not Stomached By Maine's Loyal Re plant at the Northend.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
publicans—Kennebec and Penobscot Debatable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Forty (’luh Is to sponsor the
The Rockland Gazette was established In !
motion picture “The Sea Beast"
1X40 In 1S74 the Courier was established I
which will be given July 12-13 at
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882 .
The Lewiston Journal thus sum close their ranks and go forward Strand Theatre.
The Free I’ress was established In 1855, and
In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune, marizes
the interesting
contest with no doubts as to the loyalty of
i These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
their associates or as to the need of

The frame for William Dorman’s
which Is now being waged for the
Republican
majority, new house on North Main street Is
governorship nomination hy the a record
“which Is the objective we must being erected. Lymeburner Ac Annis
•••
.*. present incumbent, Ralph O. Brew hold definitely in view.
have that portion of the contract.
•••
Any one can give advice, such as ••• ster of Portland; and Major Arthur
“The Republican party in State
••• ll Is, but only a wise man knows how
and nation was never more clearly ’
L. Thayer of Bangor.
Col. Walter II. Butler and William
•* to profit by It —Colton.
• . • •
called upon to support the funda- , C. Bird leave next Saturday for a
•••
.».
mentals
upon
which
our
govern

With the primary election hut a
If ••• ••• ••• ••• .«•
fishing trip 20 miles above Ripogenus.
week distant there seems less reason ment is built than In this period. j Dam.
They plan to spend a week at
when
the
Democratic
party
has
been
than at any time since the campaign
fiy fishing—and possibly fly feeding.
FOR BOND ISSUES
split
asunder,
and
there
appear
In
ipened to feel that Major Thayer of
Bangor has a chance to defeat Gov. many quarters menacing move- |
A. C. Jones of the Jones Motor
(Transmission Lines To Knox Brewster. Events of the past 10 rnents which subordinate party to Company went to Bangor this morn
days have done much to strengthen self.
ing to deliver n new Paige de luxe
“Fortunately there has been little | sedan to Mrs. Florence Baldwin Nu
County One of the Pur- Governor Brewster.
Today the greatest danger to Gov. to indicate the disintegration of par gent, a summer resident of Castine.
. poses.
I.rewster. It Would appear, is over ty responsibility has penetrated to
confidence on the part of his friends. Maine. There are still a great num
Everett Phllbrook’s new Buick
Two petitions from tiie Central
When Major Thayer announced ber of Republicans who recognize coupe was wrecked on the Waldobo
Maine Power Company were pre that he bolted the Republican ticket the party as something that tran ro road Saturday night when it went
sented before the Maine Public two years ago and that he would do scends the individuals that may be into the ditch near Fish Corner.
concerned. I have lull confidence in j
Utilities Commission Thursday ask so this year If lie were not nominated the ability of the Republicans of Fortunately Mr. Philbrook was not
he gave strength to Governor Brew
seriously Injured.
ing for a total of $5,500,000 in 5 per ster's campaign.
Many men who Maine to select wisely their noml- 1
cent bonds and $1,000,000 of 7 per previously had said they were not nees in spite of the participation of |
Rev. Fr. James A. Flynn attended
going to support Brewster in the pri many Democrats who are seeking the annual retreat at Poland Spring
cent preferred stock.
simply to create confusion, with no last week.
About 130 priests were
Of the bonds, $3,000,000 are for re mary, reconsidered and asserted intention of abiding by the result..
their intent to vote for him.
in attendance.
The Maine Medical
funding the Central Maine 7 per
“Under tlie circumstances which Society also held its annual conven
It should In no wise be construed
cent bonds and the Commission was that these Republicans are more exist today in the 'State and nation tion there last week, among those
asked to defer action on the $3,000,- sympathetic to the Governor be and the considerations which must present being Dr. William Elling
predominate in tlie election tliat Is to wood.
Dr. Neil A. Fogg was elected
000 at this time; $2,500,000 of the cause they sre going to support him.
EDWARD R. VEAZIE of Rockland bonds were for construction pur- Tliey do not regard tlie man who be held this fall, it will seem to me one of the Councilors.
both
a
duty
and
a
pleasure
to
co

eposes, Everett H. Maxey, counsel for says “If I can't have my way 1 won't
vote with you," as a party man, and operate for Republican success with
The primary election takes place
i the company explained.
For a partial term covering The company estimates its re it makes no difference whether he those candidates who shall he duly next Monday. The Democrats have
chosen
as
the
Republican
standard
no contests for county officers but
quirements for the year as about lists up as a Republican or a Dem
approximately three years, I $3,500,000 which Is the total amount ocrat. He is a bolter and a mem bearers on June 21. It would hard the Republicans have four, and in
ly
seem
necessary
for
me
to
say
this
terest in them is beginning to mani
of securities presently asked for. Mr. ber of neither party.
supporters and he has a lot after the experiences of two years fest Itself.
A bet of $35 to $25 was
4ave served as Knox County j Maxey showed to the commission a ofThayer
them, are still claiming that he ago and the inspiring example of placed yesterday that Harding would
mm of approximately $500,000'which
been spent and against which no will carry Penobscot, Kennebec and Frank <5. Farrington, who contri win the sheriff nomination, the
Treasurer. To those Repub ! had
Some of them buted so greatly by his loyalty to the Harding supporter being a well
securities of any kind had been is- the city of Portland.
are also claiming Waldo, Hancock great Republican majority that I re known Main street business man.
1 sued.
ceived.
lican voters of the County He explained that the company and Washington.
“One hundred and forty thousand
The claim that Portland is for
Tlie great reservoir of the Camden
Blans the following expenditures:
of Maine voted the Republi and Rockland Water Co. at tlie
who feel that my service has The construction of an office build Thayer, of course, is based upon the citizens
ing in the City of Augusta on the general talk that the Governor's can ticket two years ago, preferr Highlands has been emptied the past
city is against him.
While ing the principles, the policies, and few days for the purpose of repair
justified my appointment for Bradbury property, so called, on liome
Green Street, at a total cost of ap admitting the possibility, perhaps the candidates of the Republican ing the granite paved walls. A Cou
the
$200,000 and the expen probability, that Maj. Thayer will party to those that were offered from rier-Gazette reporter visited
a full term, 1 present my plea proximately
the Democratic side.
This was a scene yesterday afternoon and was
diture of approximately $150,000 for carry Portland, many feel sure that
record
number
for
all
time.
To
those
It
will
he
by
so
narrow
a
margin
that
amazed at the great size of the huge
rural line extensions. It was stated
for support in the Primary before the Commission that the it will be a negligible quantity In Hie citizens 1 submit with confidence the bowl. A game of baseball could
final
result
In
the
ht.ite.
record
of
the
past
year
and
a
half.
easily be played in the flat space at
Company desired to cooperate with
Probably, lt would not he whip to To It, I trust, they may point with the bottom.
A trip thither is well
Election of June 21.
the Commission to the fullest ex
say
that
the
prospects
of
Ma
|.
pride
as
an
example
of
governmen

worth one’s time.
The refilling will
tent in determining the lines to be
tal
economy,
of
economic
progress,
Thayer
carrying
Kennebec
county
probably be started the latter part
built, and Chairman Charles E. Gurhave
entirely
evaporated.
The
leand
of
continued
earnest
endeavor
to
of the week.
| ney of the Commission requested
! tliat President Walter S. Wyman be E'llt In tliat county ls much less cer uphold respect for law In accordance
tain
than
It
was
a
few
weeks
ago.
with
the
best
traditions
of
the
Re

With Claremont Commandery en
invited to confer with them on this
Two factors combine to give reason publican party In this State. It Is to tertaining De Valois Commander^
i matter at an early ((ate.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
for
regarding
It
'as
lost
to
the
Gov

be hoped that the 140,000 citizens of Vinalhaven and Palestine Com
Another item was for $500,000 for
Disgruntled candidates for who voted the Republican ticket two mandery of Belfast; and witli Cam
[ transmission lines from the new Gulf ernor.
Island development to the Rockland Jobs and the Sheriff Cummings case years ago will come to the polls den Commandery entertaining Maine
are the predominating matters on June 21 and again declare themselves Commandery of Gardiner, St. John’s
district in Knox County.
Mr. Maxey said that it is almost which the Major's friends predicate in behalf of the principles and the Day is going to be a lively one for
policies and the candidates that seem Knox County.
The high spots of
eerjain that there will Immediately their hopes for a victory there.
The first of .these always exist to them to merit their support."
the local observance will be the pa
be erected ip Knox County two large
rade, a real chicken dinner, a good
cement plants, each of which will use when a governor ls to be renomina
The State House and other
ball game, a theatre party, a supper
from four to six thousand horse ted.
METHODIST CONCERT
and band concerts. Camden can be
power.
It Is believed that construc important State buildings being lo
counted upon to give her visitors an
tion will commence on at least one cated In that county there are al
The children were In charge of the equally good time.
: of these big plants within the next ways scores more candidates than
there are Jobs, when a new adminis Sunday evening service at Pratt
30 days.
As a result the Memorial M. E. Church and pre
Miss Isabella Phelps a missionary
| “If these plants are to use elec tration comes In.
tric energy from the Central Maine majority get nothing. They at sented this fine program to a highly from Paoting-fu, North China, will
speak at the Congregational vestry
system.” declared Mr. Maxey, "I will once become opponents of the ad appreciative audience:
This opposition can
• ♦ ♦ •
tomorrow afternoon at 3 o’clock. An
state that in order to supply their ministration.
very
safely
be
discounted
as
a
se

March: The Song of Youth, schopl; Invitation is extended to the mis
needs, it will be necessary to build a
rious
menace.
prayer, Louise Dolliver; song, “June sionary societies of
the
other
duplicate high tension line from Gulf
It Is much different with the Cum Time," school;
welcome, Gladys churches nnd to all others who may
, Island, so-called, to Rockland, dumings
case.
That
aroused
a
sen

j plicating the 33,000 volt line which
Overlock;
“Loving Jesus,” June be interested to hear of the great
j already exists, or to reconstruct the timent which may prove a powerful Cbatto; recitation, William Payson; work which missionaries are doing
factor
In
the
primary
election.
HE new Philco
present line to enable it to handle
selection, “I’m a
Very
Little in China. Miss Phelps is a graduate
There Is almost no question as to Girlie," Vivian Strout; duet, “Life i.s of Wellesley College, and has been
energy at a voltage of 66,000.
Drynpmic Battery is
what
would
have
taken
place
In
“To do this would cost in the
a Garden,’’ Carol Gardner and Bar home on a furlough one year. She
the highest-powered bat
neighborhood of half a million dol Kennebec could the primary have bara Strout; selection, Virginia Rich sails from Boston, July 14 for Eng
been
held
the
first
of
May.
Thayer
tery, plate for plate, ever
lars, as the present right-of-way, 70
ards, Gordon Richardson; “We Thank land, going by way of Palestine and
It Thee," Kingsley Strout; solo, "Jesus India, on her return to China.
feet ljide, would have to be consid would have swept the country.
built for starting a car.
More than 10 Wants iMe for a Sunbeam," Ernest
erably widened in case a second line Is different today.
This means quicker
j of poles was strung. It is interest- weeks will have elapsed since the Johnson; “Special Days," Bertie
Friday was known as exhibition
starts — greater pro
' ing to note that the 12.000 horse Cummings case was the big topic. Simmons; solo, Virginia Brown; day in the city schools, and at the
power planned to he used by the two Much of the heat, much of the ex sorg. "Glory and Praise,” Juniors; Tyler building a large number of
tection against hand
cement plants equals practically one- citement has ausbslded.
“Our Saviour Lovea the Children," visitors attended the afternoon ses
cranking ordeals.
Only now and then is the Cum Ernest Johnson, Norma Havener, sion and were greatly interested in
half of the capacity of the Gulf
mings affair mentioned. Interest Is Harold Achorn, Susan Hutchinson, the work of the pupils.
Island Development."
In all the
The life of a Philco
Many men who at one Richard BlUfigwood, Richard Hav* grades from the First to the Sixth
An interesting sidelight on the waning.
Drynamic
Battery
, power situation In Maine at the time were up In arms over what eoer; “God is Good," Hester Hatch; exhibits of work done for the year
present time was brought out at this they regarded as wrong are today solo, “Jesus Bids Us Shine," Richard were displayed upon the walls and
doesn’t start till you get
point in the hearing. Mr. Maxey saying: How could the Governor Ellingwood; “One Day for Children.” tables—drawings, writings, spelling
the battery. This means
i making the following statement tn have acted differently? This will Charles Emery; song. ‘Ylifts of His lessons, arithmetic, maps and charts,
regard to the policy of expansion be have a marked effect, no doubt on Leve.” primary department; “Why?" etc.
you get its full life—
The work of the children was
ing followed hy the company: “Many the vote at the primary. For these Frances Hatch; “Praise God," Roy praJseworthy, and showed a maxi
therefore lenger and far
people were skeptical at the outset of reasons, while It still looks as though Lancaster, William Milligan. Jr., mum amount of thought and study
more economical service
several of the projects instituted the Bangor candidate woiuld go out Linda Carlette, Aithur iHutchinson, on the part of the teachers. All the
hy this company.
They wondered of Kennebec with a lead, It Is not Annie McClure, Francis Havener; exhibits showed much progress made
from your battery.
where the demand for power was to expected to be so large as at first duet, “Make tha World a Beautiful by the pupils during the year.
In
come from.
In several instances predicted.
Let us safeguard you
Garden,” Arlene Boyd, Maxine Boyd; Miss Miller’s room a short program
As for the claims that Maj. Thayer recitation,
it did not appear to exist, but in
Elizabeth
Simmons; was carried out telling of some out
against the embarrass
practically every case to date. Imme will carry Penobscot, Waldo, Han “What We Have for Jesus," Dora standing event In the history of
ments and dangers of
diately upon the development of the cock and Washington, there Isn't Freeman, Wesley Milligan; solo, “All America, which has occurred in the
power, a demand has at once been much to indicate It, tn the reports of Things Bright," Bertie Simmons; different months.
battery failure by install
A quotation was
created for it, in some cases in ex men from the last three of the coun “Our Service," Marion Kellar, Mar given for each month.
For Septem
ing your Philco now.
cess of the company's expectations.” ties named.
garet Ellis, Agnes McClure; song, ber the story of the steamboat; Oc
Chairman Gurney suggested that
If the Major cannot carry Penob "The Happy Summertime,” Mrs. tober, story of Columbus; November,
the hearing be postponed pending scot, his own county, there Isn't Simmons’ class; recitation, Stanley story of W. G. Harding, and also of
F. W. FARRELCO
the examination of the data rela much reason to expect him to get Gay; “Children’s Day the Best," Win the Pilgrims; December, something
643 MAIN ST—TEL. 661
tive to securities submitted by Mr. away with honors all over the Stale. field Chat to; “What is the Message?" of Christmas and story of Marconi:
71-tf
Maxey and said that a second hear
As a rule Penobscot county poli 1 Donna de Roehemont, Thomas Milli- January (thrift month) story of
ing would he held next Monday at 10 ticians are agreed that Bangor will ' gan, Gladys Strout; solo, “I Ix>ve to Benjamin Franklin and tiie first
probably be for Thayer.
a. m.
Hear the Story," Evelyn Sherer; rec railroad; February, story of Edison:
• • • *
itation, Carl Philbrook; “Little Chil- March, the Cotton Gin; April, story
THE BRIDGE BONDS
; dren," Dorothy Carlette, Margaret of U. S. Grant and Thomas Jeffer
Main*’* Verdict Important
1
■*> QMID
i Torrey; song, “It Is Love,” Mr.s. son; May. story of the telegraph:
Asserting
that
with
the
West
BATTERIES
Under authority granted by the
j Strout’s class; “June Music," Vera June. Battle of Bunker Hill and
seeming
to
waver
and
the
critical
Governor and Council at their meetI Simmons; “Is There a God?” Helen making of the Flag. There was also
1 ing last week, the State of Maine, contest of Senator William M. Butler I de Roehemont; “The Gateway of Op- a recitation from O. W. Holmes,
In
Massachusetts
likely
to
be
pro

j through State Treasurer IW. L. Bon
1 portunlty,” Juniors; song, "Life Is a Opening of the Piano and short dia
ney, will receive proposals up to 10 foundly affected by the swing of tlie I Set vice," school; prayer song, Rich logue “Learning to Spell."
tide
shown
In
Maine.
Gov.
Ralph
O.
o'clock tomorrow morning, June 16.
ard Anderson; remarks, Rev. Mr.
for the sale of $500,000 four percent Brewster In a speech at the Maine i Dunstan.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Central
Institute
Saturday
night
said
j coupon "Kennebec Bridge" bonds.
Tills issue is a part of the $3,000,000 it was of supreme Importance tlwil
KATHLEEN MAVOURNEEN
“ON MY SET"
authorized for this project at the the Republicans of Maine should
Kathleen Mavourncen! the gray dawn is
I last session of the Legislature.
breaking.
Expert Work on all Shoe,
The present bonds are dated July
The horn of the hunter is heard on the
Saturday and Sunday nights
1.
1926,
and
payable
as
follows:
$50,hill;
saw good reception from a lim
Boot and Rubber Work
The lark from her light wing the bright dew
ooo on the first day of July in each
ited number of stations.—From
is shaking —
of the years 1931 to 1941 inclusive.
my Saturday night diary I recall
Kathleen >»«vourneeti 1 what, slumbering
They may be called at par with in
still?
that KDKA was giving the base
Oh, hast thou forgotten how soon we must
terest on any interest date, it also is
ball results with unusual clear
280 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
sever ?
,
provided.
Interest
is
payable
semi

ness, while on WGY somebody
(Over Trainer's Bakery)
Oh! hast thou forgottten this day we must
annually, July 1 and January 1.
was doing a clever stunt sing
71-T-77
part?

■*. ••• ••• •«.

.«• .*•

.«.

Edward R. Veazie

T

ANNOUNCEMENT

Going Away
You’ll start your V&cation with

This is to give notice that the business of the

a free mind if you protect

late EMMA F. CROCKETT, for many years

your personal effects

conducted on Main Street, will be carried on

with

along the same lines by MISS MAUDE M.

Tourist

STAPLES, who has been associated with

Baggage Insurance

Mrs. Crockett for many years.

We’ll Ue glad to explain this
, inexpensive insurance

E. C. MORAN & CO.
425 Main St.

AGENTS
Rockland, Me.

Opening of
Crescent Beach Inn
The summer season will soon be with us and along with
it comes the opening of Crescent Beach Inn. We trust
those who attended the opening last year carried away and
here held such pleasant memories of the occasion that they
will be glad to be reminded that the year has rolled around
and the time for a similar occasion has arrived. It will take
the form of a Dinner Dance on Wednesday evening of this
week. An attractive and delicious dinner has been planned
and the hope is that every one will stay for the dance. Our
own special orchestra, the Spanish Serenaders, made up of
Rockland young men have been engaged to furnish the
music; also regularly will play through the season. We
advise phoning for reservations. Dinner and dance $1.50.
Tel. 425-12.

I

SHOE
REPAIRING

WANTED

Andrew Rikela

20 OPERATORS
For the Pant Room
at the

HILL TOP INN

J. B. Pearson Co.

WARREN, MAINE

Factory
THOMASTON

WILL OPEN

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

16

MAINE

STEADY WORK

W. C. Stone, Supt.
69-71

ing “I’m Wild About Animal
Crackers."—Sunday night’s fea
ture was found in the flag day
program on WBZ. Except for oc
casional fading the details came
in very clearly.—WPG had one
of its exceptionally good nights.
Except for brief intervals of
fading and static last night’s re
ception was uncommonly good,
with WJZ in the stellar role.
Probably you heard the Fireside
Boys, and enjoyed “Billy Boy.”
—WMCA, WPG and KDKA were
also worthy of special mention.
The 10 o’clock baseball reports
over KDKA were especially clear
and complete.

It may be for years* end it may be forever!
Oh. why art thou silent, thou voice of my
heart ?
Oh, why art thou silent, Kathleen Mavourneen ?

Kathleen Mavourncen, awake from thy slum
bers !
Th< blue mountains glow In the sun’s
golden light :
Ah. wliere is the spell that once hung on my
numbers?
Arise in thy beauty, thou star of my night!
Mavournecn. Mavourncen. my sad tears are
falHng.
To think that from Erin and thee I must
part!
It may be for years, and It may be forever!
Then why art thou silent, thou voice of
my heart?
Then why art thou silent, Kathleen Mavourneen?
—Louisa Macartney Crawford.
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CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

THOMASTON’S

Clothes for Men

Rockland, Maine, June 15, 1926.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, win,
on oath declares that he is pressman In the
nIBce of The Courier-Gazette, and that of
tho issue of this paper of .lone 12. 1926 there
war, printed a total of 6650 copies.
Before me,

FRANK B

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 15, 1926.

Rorkland had a baseball team.
A baseball team, a baseball team,
Rockland had a baseball team.
In 1492.

Notary Public.
'The fruit of the Spirit is love, Joy,
peace,
long-suffering,
gentleness,
goodness, faith, meekness, temper
ance: against such there Is no law,—
Oa). 5: 22,23.

Correspondents who are making
careful study of conditions as they
exist today In Europe find but little
j-round upon which may he founded
reasonable assurance of permanent
peace. "In spite of Locarno," writes
one, "in spite of the costly and sin
cere activities of the League of Na
tions, in spite of tlie consolidation
and reconstruction which have taken
place in Europe, often with the help
of American capital, the fundamen
tal European problems created as a
result of the World War and the
peace treaties have not been solved."
The small nations continue to offer
occasion for bitter controversy.
Bessarabia, Albania and Salonica
constitute three problems which are
standing dangers to European peace,
which flourish in a Europe armed to
the teetli and giving only the most
cynical lip-service to the disarma
ment Idea; three problems which, al
though acute, do not lead to imme
diate conflagration only because all
Europe Is too tired and too impov
erished to undertake new military
action.
But the revival and reanimatlon of any larger European
J’oiver might set off a conflagration
again at any one of these live points.
"Wait until Germany comes back,'’
says Austria ami Hungary—and al
ready Italy’s comeback is noticeable
enough to cause alarm In parts of
the Balkans.
Is It possible for our people to
regret that this country is, so little
linked up with these disquieting,sit
uations abroad?

Alluding to a paragraph printed
in tlie accompanying Public Library
notes, let us point out that the dis
tinguished critic John Clair Minot
isn’t the only reader who lias been
thrown into confusion of mind by
Mr. Morley’s much-talked-of book
with its extraordinary title, "Thun
der On the Left."
The Courier-Ga
zette knows of a Rockland lady
(whose name it* is not permitted tlie
editor to disclose) who also sought
enlightenment by writing to tlie au
thor, evoking from him this charm
ing though somewhat vague reply:
"Dear Mrs. ------ : I heartily sym
pathize witli your distress! I feel
much tlie same way about tlie hook,
sometimes, myself.
I can only say
1 wrote it as I saw it! It was not in
tended to be an easy book to read,
nor simply to amuse and console the
casual passer-by.
it is a r^tlier
cruel book. I’m afraiJ: nothing is
more cruel tiian making people
think! But 1 do sympathize with
your distress and would help you if
1 knew how.
Sincerely yours,
Christopher Morley.
It was students of Browning who
used frequently to address that pro
found poet desiring to have ex
plained to them what lie meant by
certain obscure lines appearing In
his poems here and there, to which
lie used frankly to reply that he
didn't himself know.

Thus derisively sang the happy
Tlmmaston cheering section Satur
day afternoon while “Styvie’s” steam
roller was knocking his last opponent
Hatter than a pancake. It may not
be as far back as that th:^t Rockland
1^/
had a winning school team, hut the
concession on the part of ouV neigh
bor that we ever had one should not
go unappreciated. As “Stvvie” was
probably not coaching in the year
that Columbus discovered America,
it is fair to assume that Thomaston
did not have a team in 1492.
Cheering sections Will probably al
ways he a part of school baseball,
hut it is doubtful if there will again
he such a contrast in this respect as
was seen at Community Park Sat
urday afternoon. For the first time
since the writer attended a Rockland
school game this city had no organ
ized cheering section, whatever, and
if the familiar refrain of “Ki vi. ki
vi.” was sounded at any stage of the
game it was not loud enough to he
audible to the naked ear. It has been
known from the outset that Rockland
could not win the pennant, hut a
green team was doing the best it
could, and never showed a yellow
streak. The ’ yellow” was in reality
faded orange, whi-ch the team’s school
supporters did
not have spunk
• enough to wear. If the students of
Rockland High School do not want
■ baseball, let them say so. man fash• ion; if they do want it. let them
<♦-/ x •• a •
i. > < »
t r- f
stand loyally behind their team, win
’or lose.
We Recommend:
The Ella Veevoes of course had the
inspiration of a winning team. And
Balleymullen Pure Virgin Wool Suitings, Handunder the direction of Miss Comstock
and the young man from Friendship
Tailored, at—
they certainly made the welkin ring.
And ‘Hey Gundy
sure did have
' his day.
If the Rockland hoys had fielded as
well as It batted Saturday the
score would not have been so topheavy. For five innings the home
team held its own on hits, hut wAs
unable to turn any of them to ac( count except in the 5th inning when
p' the team made three of its four runs.
Flanagan weakened in the Cth. and
310 Main Street
Rockland
Tel. 593-M
retired voluntarily in favor of Wig
gin. who likewise learned that the
EVERYTHING IN MEN’S WEAR
Thomastonians wield a mean bat.
That 6th inning netted Thomaston
' seven scores and removed the last
doubt that Styvie’s team would make
PROUD OF OUR YOUNGSTERS
, a clean sweep of the series.
Vina I. Brasier and Fowler each
made three hits in the game, and
Third Annual Athletic Exhibition By Grade Schools Proved Burns knocked one so far afield that
he nearly made the circuit.
Great Success—Conditions Ideal.
Brasier pulled off a one-hand catch
in right field, which scared a horse
in the neighboring pasture, and not
The third annual athletic exhibi Ih* fluttering beauty of the national to be outdone
’Brick” Frohock
tion of the boys and girls of th° co'.H. s upraised over the glowing reached several yards in the air and
Rockland grade schools was staged
. < of the men afld women of to pulled down another.
yesterday afternoon under
idea'l rn < now. It was an inspiring spec
The score:
weather conditions and proved a tacle.
Thomaston High
spectacular success exceeding even
In this exhibition citizens of Rock
ab r l»n th po a e
the fine efforts of the preceding land had a chance to see physical
Lindsey, 3b ...... 5 1 1 1 ft ft 1
<’ond«»n. p .... ....... 6 0 1 1 ft 5 1
Stone, 2b .... ..... fi 3 9 3 4 3 ft
Burns, e .....
fi 4 9 1 11 9 ft
Vinal. cf ..... ..... 6 9 3 4 ft 1 ft
ft ft'
Elltot. lb ..... .....’ fi 1 3 3
Srnallev. If .. ..... fi 1
ft ft 1
De Winter, ss .... 4 2 1 9 ft 9 ft
P.rasier, rf .. ..... 4 9 3 3 2 ft ft

SPECIALS IN “KIRSCHBAUM”

$27.50

Worsteds at $30.00 to $35.00

L E. BLACKiNGION

49 Ifi 17 22 °7 13 9
Rockland H gh
ab r bh th po p_ e
Trafton. c .... ..... 5 9 9 9 9 1 0
Jd Flanagan 3 b 4 0 1 1 9 1 1
Jin Flanagan KS 4 0 0 0 ft 3 1
Fowler, 2b .. .... 4 1 3 3 1 3 2
Pease, lb .... ...... 4 0 0 0 13 ft 0
i Gummings, cf .. 1 0 0 0 ft ft ft
|Gatti, cf .... ..... 1 0 1 1 ft ft ft
ll-’ilield. If .... ...... 1 0 0 0 1 ft 1
o 0 1 1 1 ft ft
Frohock. If .
9 0 0 0 ft ft ’it
Frve, rf ......
9 0 0 0 0 ft ft
MoCartv. rf .
Jn Flanagan P 1 1 0 0 ft 1 ft
Wiggin, p ... ...... 1 0 0 0 ft ft 0
— — — — — — —
99
4 s 8 27 9 5
• 1 2 2 0
Tliomaston .
1 1 —-Ifi
Buckland .... .. 0 0 o n 3 ft
ft ft— 4
Two-base bits, S tone. Vinal DeWinter.
Three-lias® hit.
Bfirns
Bases on balls, off Condon 4. off
Flanagan 3. Struck nut. by Condon
11; by Flanagan fi. by Wiggin
Double play. Stone and Elliot. Wild
pitches, Condon 2.
Passed balls
Burns 2, Trafton. Hit by pitcher.

Whatever may lie conditions in
other industries, tlie motor car seems
to find itself oil the steady wave of
prosperity. According to statements
from factories, the production and
sale of cars during May broke many
records.
In a number of instances
new records for the month and for
the first five months of Hie year
were set up and also records for
single day's output.
Factories re
port a continued high demand from
dealers and some of them assert
that tlie plants are unable to keep
up with orders.

Philip A. Jones, Physical Director of Rockland Schools.
Tlie press despatches carrying de
tails of the expenditure of money in
Pennsylvania’s recent Republican
primaries do not suggest that the
primary method of selecting candi
dates has anything in Ihe way of
economy to recommend it over the
old-time political convention.

SWEEP

Won Every Game In the Knox and Lincoln Series—
Camden Plays Here Tomorrow. '
Thomaston 16, Rockland 4

MILLER,

CLEAN

'dndsey, John Flanagan. Umpires,
Kelson and Browne. Scorer, F. A.
Winslow.
• • • •
Jimmy Cole, who played with
Lewiston last summer and completed
the season with Rockland has signed
a Rockland contract.
He Ik a high
class infielder.
• * ,o «
The St. Marie Chronicle of Three
Rivers. Quebec, has this item In a
recent issue:
• • * •
Maynard Linekln, erstwhile of
Thomaston. Me.. oMe of thp C. I. P.
Co.. Forestry (experts in the village
also a late baseball star of the Uni
versity of Maine, played with Laviolette last weekend.
Maynard
wields’ a ‘wicked' hickory, and will
break records as soon as he has
worked off about 20 pounds of
avoirdupois.
• * • •
Work has begun on the grandstand
and bleachers in the McLellan Ath
letic Flfdjt Belfast, where the home
games ITC the Maine Coast League
are to be placed.
• • • •
Sunday baseball is in full swing f
at Togus.
Last Sunday the Home i
team defeated Waterville f» to 1.
Cole, who is to pla>r with Rockland,
made a feature catch.
• • • •
The schedule of the Maine Coast
League will be arranged thLs week.
The opening date will be June 29.
• • • •
Ray Beaudoin, who has played fre
quently In Rockland .and Camden Is
.leading the Portland team of the
New England League In hitting with
an average of .348.
• * * *
Tlie Kt. George High School team
extended Its list of victories to six
last week when it defeated Thomas
ton second team. Thursday St.
George will play the Rockland sec
ond team at home.
Tlie St.'George
lineup is: Hunper, p: Ktimpson. ih;
Archer, c: Simmons, ss; Lampinen.
2b: Smith cf; Torrey, If; Brown, rf;
L. Benner, 3b; Monaghan, rf.
* , , .
The boxing carnival given by
IPIshon-Grosseup Post. A. I... of Bostttii on Braves Field Wednesday.
June 23 Is for charitable purposes. A
very strong bill will be offered.

Every Home Needs a Cedar Chest or Two Sure Protec
tion Against the Destructive Moth
A Sale of Them Now!
Put away your winter clothes with
the assurance that moths and dirt
will not ruin them during the sum
mer months! The government says
cedar is the only positive protec
tion against moths.

Veneered in Genuine
Walnut—Over Cedar
$19.50

Neatly Trimmed in

Get one now at our reduced prices!
10 styles—all sizes

Copper Bands—For

Style Shown in Cut

$12.00

If you don’t like the red
cedar, here’s your chest.
Of
38-inch
length—re
duced from $22.03.

. .

.

. •

- *

36-inch Size $16.00
???-inch

length—very

commodious.

Worth $??.

Of

With tight-closing lid, lock and end handles.
'T

Bag of cedar chips FREE with every chest

One of the many big sav
ings.

FEATURE BARGAIN
TOMORROW
This $34.00 3-Door “Frigid”
Refrigerator—Tomorrow at

Lawn Comfort

$29.00

’Twcn’t be long new before
you’ll want a couch ham
mock like this. Of striped
duck—and very comfort
able. Special at—

FRIGIDAIRE PROSPERS

A or.e-day special !
Very spacious food
compartments and capacity for 90 pounds
of ice. Worth looking into ! Solid hard
wood.

$32.00

Famous Electric Refrigeration Unit
Enters Great Production Era.

All records in the electric refrig
eration industry were broken In May
by the Delco-Light company, maker
of Frigidaires, when it shipped 623
carloads of Its products with a retail
value of $11,250,000.
Seven thou
sand men, working double shifts,
with overtime equivalent to the la
bor of 900 men for one month were
required fo turn out this tremendous
amount of refrigerating equipment.
The two Frigldalre plants will lie
Operated on this new production
basis for an extended period, accordink lo E. G. Blechler. president and
general manager of the company
We have a supply of orders on hand
and others in the making which will
be sufficient to keep both plants op
erating at their maximum rapacity,"
he said.
"Shipments to date Indi->ie that we will far' exceed the $R0.000,006 retail mark set as our goal
for 1926.”
The company has noted a great In-rease In Its sales on (he deferred
naymettt basis, which is taken to in
dicate that the average householder
prefers to buy in this way.
Two
years ago less than Ten percent of
Delco-Light sales were mad» on this
basis.
Last year deferred payment
sales comprised forty percent of the
total.
The percentage for 1926 is
expected to be even larger.
_ —la----- 1----- »An interesting event on the eve
of the Rogers-McLoon wedding was
the party given last night by Mr. and
Mrs Charles C. Wotton’ for Miss
Pauline Me,Loon.
There were six
tables of auction, with the prizes be
ing won by Miss Lucy Fuller. Miss
Cynthia' Adams. Jerome Burrows
anil William Glendenning.
Buffet
lunch was served.
Miss M*^«"
was presented with an
electr .
chafing dish.

A Beautiful Reed Suite
Like This ...... $65.00
You want colors that bring sun
shine right into the home. So we
offer a set like this—cf handwoven reed, finished in cafe tone
and upholstered in colorful cre
tonne. The three pieces are—

$65.00

OUR EASY CREDIT

TER5J3

EASY TO BUY

The New
Rockland Commercial College
OPENS

BURPEE

A GUARANTEED

THREE BURNER OIL

FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND---- MAINE

STOVE FOR $23.50

Consult your bankers
before you invest
Something more than a competence—ultimate inde
pendence—comfort—a taste of luxury perhaps for himself
and his family—and a better start for his children than he
had for himself—

An investigation recently made In
schools of England developed that
naif of the school children 'who
breathe throttgh their mouths, a
of his charges as proven by the
third of these who are hard of hear
.spirit manifested in these drills.
ing and a fourth of those who suffer
It was impossible to complete the
from enlarged tonsils had the^ dej check-tip of the various grades In
n -before , «.x».....
coming
to school,
I the prize contests in time for ptibli TectR
ffioogh' the age oY'entrabce Is early
cation this morning hut Poach .Tones
in England Th® need* of kre-srhool
will make the announcements at the meuical-attention was clearly shown.
earliest moment for interest is keen

years of Athletic Director Jones' ad eduration at its best and to see their
ministration. Fully SIX) youngsters truly remarkable director in his ele
paiticlpated and no less than Hum ment. "Phil" Jones, has in his three
intensely interested citizens watched years in Rockland earned the honest
resp: -i and wholesome admiration
ihe proceedings.
Tlie huge four-acre surface of
Community Park made a perfect
setting for the c, inplictiteil drills and
-- ...... u ,real dies.
Words fail to convey the picture
Yesterday was Flag Day.
Here of that great group of youngsters
and there a flag waved in Rockland deployed over the lield. marching,
breezes, but the number was not wheeling, drilling in absolute and in
stantaneous obedience to the voice
difficult to count.
the director. A special drive lias
■’been made this year on marching
A lively session of tlie Forty Club and the children bad the process
yesterday was distinguished by the down to a line art. answering the
•
a* * X ,
i—XU*'.
1 J .. q •• ■
V.U
-.
- - • T a • •
* J ( W,
granting of a charter to tlie second ringing commands wftli a snap and
Forty Club, a new organization verve that was immensely pleasing
which lias developed in Gardiner lo tl.e judging military imjp. Major
and will operate along the lines of R. W. Blown, Lieut. R.
Kaville.
the parent club.
Tlie club voted to Lieut. E. IL Veazie and Corp A P.
co-operate witli the Chamber of Biewer. Tlie tinal reviewing was
Commerce and tlie Rotary Club in made before a highly enthusiastic
‘
i.''/ fj
* pr*f
• ’ »•
44 4 '
entertaining tlie Florida-Maine Pil audience lo Hie accompaniment of
grims. ISO strong who will he here luopty-seven
shrilling automobile
July 17.
George W. Know .presented sirens. Tlie Five leaders were : ,
the boys with a box of cigars In be close to an even perfection that the
half of ills brand new daughter and judges bad a hard task ill inakin,
Dr. K. L. Stratton was required to the awards, the final decision nec
make blushing explanation of ab ap essarily being influenced by tlie
patently contagious sunburn.
Col. ages.
W. 11. Butler gave a pleasing sketch
Following tlie marching and prize
awards the director excused a hun
n:
board of registration
dred of his charges, and, mounting
Notice is Kerch} given that Ihe Hoard of the raised platform, lined with chil
Re’girtralhin will he in session al their room
Under the personal supervision of—
?
Un Hudding. Spring Smet, upon the dren up. rank on rank the lull depth
-o .-nlar days preceding the tw.-iti .first ol tlie great lield, and gave :. hall'
dav of June 1926. lor the pnrp.ee ot reusing hour’s drill, thal tiie spedators can
a:.,I correcMng the voting lints iif.h.rlt}.
nevei l’orget. Kucli a showing of^.cThe board will he iu session the first -lx
of • i d da’s from 9 a. ni. to 1 p in and fi-.ni cinate iihysical manipulation, c.iiFormerly connected with the Shiw Business College of Bangor
!r< 1. precision and above all, alert
3
... to 5 P m. and from 7 I
m. to t
,,
As ill. last three days of
ness Oil tlie pai l of every bright-eyed I
slon
are for the |«irpo.ve of veil,
...t said participant.
Telephone 994-M
proved
treyoml
Hi
Rockhnd, Maine
Address 3 Lindsey Street
lists and io complete and close UP ' "’ J1'1'ords or the session, no names will I
dded shuloiv of doubt the value of pl.ysi
eai education in tlie city schooe
to nr striel.eti from said lists on sa,d i.ij.i
Bv order of tlie Hoard of l<egis»ralIt a.
Tl,e tinal number, a wand and if.
HENRY M de KinHKDIOXT, Chairman
tl, ill, saw the whole lield aglov. with |

IT

MAKES

These are the proper ambitions of every man. These
aie the mainspring of his effort, the object of his savings,
his investments. But—

Will those investments end in “smoke”?

Impatient of the moderate returns from sound invest
ments, too many men lend a ready ear to the get-rich-quick
schemer with his extravagant promises of immense returns.
I hey fail to realize that beyond a certain point, the higher
the return, the greater is the risk.

-

At least one billion dollars is wasted annually in the pur
chase of worthless securifies.
Even for the purchase of higher grade securities, much
discrimination is needed. A fairly sound investment for
a man of wealth may be a dangerous speculation for a man
cl moderate means.

SEPTEMBER FIRST

Security Trust Company

ALL NEWEST AND MODERN METHODS—COURSES IN

ROCKLAND, MAINE
CAMDEN,

RETARIAL SCIENCE, TEACHERS’ TRAINING,

UNION,

VINALHAVEN,

WARREN

CIVIL SERVICE AND BOOKKEEPING

...j.

LENA K. SARGENT

6S a

i .«

CM CIGAR,
"The proof of the pudding Is In the eat;

ing thereof."

FREDS. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials
PARK STREET

ROCKLAND
S4tf

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
PLUMBING. HEATING
106 PLEASANT STREET
TEL. 244 W

tlT-tf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday,

Every Other-Day

DEPARTM^T

CONTINUES All THIS WEEK
Specials from all Departments
CURTAINS, DRAPERIES, RUGS, DRESS GOODS, DOMESTIC UNDER
WEAR, HOSIERY, ETC.

Boys from 7 to 70
will remember Fathers’

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

Day, June 20th
If your Father is here and

Aurora tJhdge will hold a special
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will confer
meeting Wednesday evening with tile degree at the regular meeting to
night.
work on the Fellowcraft degree.
The annual meeting of King Hi _ J he Ray View Society meets at
7.30 Friday night in the Owl's Head
Town hall.

.lime 12-Ifi—Colby Commencement.
.li.ii* l»l A’.uinni banquet, Koekport High ram’s Shipmates will be held at Ma
sonic Temple Thursday night at 7.30
School, at Masonic hall.
.bine 17—Friendship Commenctment exer o’clock.
cise.; of Junior High School.

Limerock Valley Pomona Grange

Charles L. Wilson of Camden has
Owl’s Head is getting ready to ap
ply calcium chloride to her main sold Ills cottage at Cooper's Beacli to
highway.
And goodness knows L, E. Blackington of this city.
there’s need enough of it.
Wilbur Bisbee is substituting at
A special demonstration will be < entral Fire Station during the va
made Thursday, Friday and SaRirdny , cations. Englneman Cheyne is now
at Stonington Furniture Go. of the rusticating.
Oper • House fnr Maine Commantlerv K. T
July 3 Thomaston—Anne-Varner- Baker famous Red Star oil ranges. An ex
Co. at Methodist Church
pert from the factory will do the j A Supreme Court ruling says that
Ji.lv 3-f7 Annual .Encampment of 240th
a juror may serve oftener than once
wot k.
Field Artillerx at Fort Williams
in three years. If Ids name is drawn
Juh 5 Races at Knox Trotting Park.
The business of the late Emma F. < legally and he so desires.
Crockett will be continued hlong the
Weather This Week
Tlie yearly picnic ot the W. C. T.
old lines by Miss Maud 'Al. Staples
Weather outlook for the week be who had been associated vPitli her a j 1 . will lie held Friday In the West
ginning in North Atlantic States: number of years and is thoroughly •Meadow chapel. Those going by elec
Showers at beginning and again conversant with the business.
trics should take the Highland car
about middle of the week; moderate
at 10.10 a. m. from the waiting room.
temperatures except for cool spell
Earl.v risers on Claremont street Those not solicited plpase take cake
over north portion latter half.
anil vicinity were treated to an In or pastry.
teresting spectacle Sunday morning
They are going to do things light
There will be a rehearsal for all of when a fawn calmy sauntered along
Horses will
Tlie deer made at tlie Auburn muster.
those taking pai t in the Children’s that thoroughfare.
day concert in the Baptist vestry a quick getaway, however, when at lie furnished free to haul the tubs
Tuesday afternoon, directly after tacked by a cat. wlur felt that her in tlie parade and autos will lie sup
plied for the veteran firemen who
kittens were endangered, c
school.
are unable to march.
Tlie second
Nobody has ever accused “Cub” class will be tried out first, contrary
Miss Snow of ihe Public Library Ellems of being a sprinter, but the to the usual custom.
would be very glad to learn of un hundred yard dash which lie bad on
usual dolls which may be borrowed Spring street the other morning
Degrees were conferred on 189
for the Doll Exhibit to he held at the when lie thought a motorist was run Seniors at University of Maine. In
Library, June 19. Telephone 564-W. ning off with tire Central Eire Sta tlie list were: Rose Mary Adams.
tion cat. qualified him to enter any Rockland: Emily Pendleton, Dark
While painting at the Southend track meet, and it wami't the Eire Harbor. Bachelor of Arts; Trygve
Heistad, Rockport: John Arthur
yes'erday morning Otis Parsons was Station Cat, after- all. - *
March, Deer Isle. Bachelor of Scistruck in the face by a hammer that
Frank M. Ulmer has been appoint ence.
fell from above.
He is resting
comfortably, but his condition is still ed district deputy grand dutncellor
Miss Snow and Miss Marshall of
serious.
of the Grand Lodge, I\. of J*„ for tlie
district comprising the lodges in the Public Library staff are making
Camden.
Thomaston. tlie annual' round of visits in the
Lath Times; The Kennebec bridge Rockland,
Public Schools. The special object
will attract much attention during Warren. Port Clyde and !•*:•iendship.
its construction not only from the Mr. diner served in tlie*V.inie ca of these visits is fo encourage sum
general tourist hut from engineers pacity live years ago, and-is conse mer reading and introduce the two
Summer Reading Cialis. Every grade
witli tlie
as there are said to he some prob quently familiar
•
*' '*;•••
;‘
•-,j.. in the cily Is lo be visited.
lems* which will have to be met that
,1_
¥«..,* •
are out of the ordinary.
Obliged to turn sharply <o avoid
Tlie Elks Club holds its second
collision witli a truck which had cut
sparring exhibition at The Arcade on
in
in
front
of
him
E.
S.
Bird
tfrpve
The Maccahee Society will hold a
tlie night of St. John’s Day. June 24.
meeting Wednesday evening.
Wal Ills car off tlie main highway on the with Bing Conley of l.ewiston and
Old
County
road
Saturday
and
doboro Tent and a large team will be
Johnny Bartlett (colored) of Port
present to exemplify the degrees. A crashed into the filling station of land, meeting in a twin six. “Can
William
N.
Benner.
Jitv
Benner
banquet will be served in the K. of
non Ball” Cote of Lewiston and
J*, hall at 7 p. m.
A class of 25 who was sitting in tlie door had "Irish Bonnie" Grant of Livermore
barely
time
to
escape
being
run
into.
candidates will b» initiated.
Mr. Bird's' car was smiipirli.il dam Falls are billed in the seini-lirials.
aged but none of the occupants were
Turning the corner of Limerock
A |crisp peso issued by the bandit injured.
and Main street Saturday evening
Villa, during the Mexican scrap, a
Maynard uxton's ear ran onto the
few years ago, decorated the edi
i.iK and Boiled Lobsters, Penob curbing and knocked a child from
torial desk yesterday.
It was pre
sented with tlie compliments of P. scot River Salmon, new Mackerel the arms of the father, Weston Pe
The child was taken to Dr.
F. pondero, proprietor at Uakland dally, fresh Shad, Native Halibut trie.
Whole Adams’ office and was found to have
Park, and was one of a number sent Fool prices on Haddock.
fish
as
comes
from
boat
4c;
dressed
no oilier injury than a bitten tongue.
to him by a Lewiston friend.
heads off 10c.
You ng* A tel. 382, fool One of Mr. Petrie's legs
was
of Pleasant street, head of Public scratched and bruised a bit.
Landing.
Come
down
and
look
it
A so-called “wet" ob
over.
09-71
jects to a drunken chauf
Ralph A. Webber of Rockland, na
feur or a drunken engi
tional newspaper representative, who
neer for his train. When
Stan Walsh and his Spanish Sere- two months ago left New York
it comes to safety, we
naders will play at Crescent- Beqch. for Allentown, Pa., to do special ad
arc all “drys.”
Wednesday night, June lfi.
Good vertising work cn the Chronicle and
News at -that place, has completed
music, good dancing, good time.
KU KLUX KLAN.
his business there and gone to Chi
89-71
cago and Alton, Ill,, where he will
establish a permanent industrial deoartment on two prominent papers.
jajarafarejajaziarajafararaizrazjaraazraajazjzrajzfgrafafiuzpr
Later he is scheduled to go to
Soulhwes* -rn territory. Prior to
leaving lor the west, Mr. Webber
visited the Nation’s Shrine at Valley
Forge, Interesting points in tlie his
toric Perkionten Valley and the
Sesqul-centennial exposition at Phil
adelphia.
Look very much like the other kind when both
.lime

111

uueis ir Vinalhaven
June 21—Primary election.
.lime 21 Opening of Children's Playground
li nt 22
The First Year” given by the
Knit kerbocker Players, at Watts hall, Thom
aston.
,
,
.lime 24 St. John's Day celebration In
Km klaiul.
Jim 21
-The First Year,” at Camden

K

Good Clothes

are new. So the safest way is to pick your store
before you pick your suit.
Should our reputation for 9tyle and quality and
square dealing bring you here you will find good
• values as well as good clothes.

to

JACK 0’ LEATHER SUITS FOR BOYS
In all the new and attractive shades. No better
fitting or more du'rtible suits for boys can be
found.

Agents for

LAMSON & HUBBARD STRAW, SORT
AND STIFF HATS
AND HATHAWAY SHIRTS
Complete lines of

MEN’S AND BOYS’ UNDERWEAR
in all grades

15. J'. Parker of Arlington. Mass.,
recently appointed passenger traffic
manager of the Eastern Steamship
Lines, with oflice nt India Wharf.
Boston, was a visitor ill this section
Saturday.
Accompanied by Agent
R. S. Sherman. Mr. Parker visited
Camden, Belfast. Bucksport. Bangor.
Lucerne-in-Maine, Ellsworth,
Bar
Harbor, Northeast Harbor, South
west Harbor, Stonington. North Ha
ven and Rockland.
The day’s trip
was made by combination of steamer
and automobile.
Between arrival
if tlie steamer J. T. Morse and de
parture of the steamer Camden Sat
urday evening. Mr. Parker was
shown about Rockland and environs
by Supt. F. S. Sherman.
Saturday. June 19, all children who
have attended Saturday morning
Story Hours are invited to a Doll’s
Story Party at the Public Library.
The parly begins at 3 o'clock and Ihe
first item on the program is the doit
exhibit and contest—for every girl
is asked to bring her doll, book prizes
icing offered for the two dolls dressed
lo best represent book characters. A
jtory hour is next on the program
and then the afternoon will be given
over to supervised games on the
lawn. Some idea of the Importuned
if the affair will be gained when it is
learned that Maria Poppet, the well
loved London Doll, is coming on from
New York for the event and that a
whole collection of foreign dolls in
charge of a doll policeman from
China are coming from Bangor. The
parly marks Ihe close ot Story Hour
until September..
Initials for the auto—apply them
yourself-or have it done while you
wait. Also transfers for furniture.
n A. Karl & Co., Rockland. Tel71-77
W.

you're here—that's all that is
necessary.

,

There is no limit on age—he

Established 1866.

A new syncronized music scheme
which is said to be astonishingly |
successful is being tried out in New
York and will be given its first pub- .
lie tryout at the Warner Bros. The- |
iit.e. New York City, July 12. Mana
ger I)on.dis on a recent business trip j
beard the instrument and promptly;
made arrangements for its early ap
pearance at the Strand, probably late
rummer or early fall.
TO
The New York Express arrived*at |\
9.35 this morning and will continue 3
to run extra on that schedule until
the summer time table goes into ef
fect June 28.
This train leaves at
5.25 p. ni. making three afternoon 1
trains out of Rockland.
It is said ,
that the new summer schedule will 1
show some important changes, one
of which may be the earlier arrival
of the afternoon train.

is your only Daddy—it's his
onlf^day—the custom

is

to

remember him with something
new and

fine to wear—and

our customers have started al
ready.

Make it a Suit.

While driving out of Franklin
stieet onto Pleasant street yesterday
afternoon Mrs. Abram W. Nye lost
control of her car, and it plunged
into a telephone post, throwing her
out. The car hit the pole a glanc
ing blow and then shot diagonally
across the street into a cherry tree.
Mrs. Nye quickly hoarded it. and the
recreant auto was brought hack into
the highway little worse for the ex
perience.
The Children’s Playground will
open next Monday under direction of
Miss Angela Fossett, an experienced
worker in juvenile recreational effort,
An especially strong attempt will he
made this year to have a more generai use of the Playground. Its privileges are absolutely free and include
mes, supervised play, story plays,
hikes, picnics and special events.
Every parent is invited to come to
th# field at any time and to send her
children. The field is enclosed to
prevent youngsters from running
heedlessly into the street ami the ap
paratus is all built <»n safety lines.
The Playground hours are 10-12 a. in.
and 2-4 p. m. six days per week.
The plant is equipped with ample
sanitary devices ami welcome shade
will be available this year.

Make it a Straw.
Make it Shirts.

Make it Hosiery.

Make ii Neckwear.
Make it make him happy!

Gregory’s

j

j
|
,

|
:
|

WILD AND WOOLLY WALDO

Rockland,

Maine

Good Clothes

Misses Winifred Coughlin, Lucy
Marsh and Emma Dorgari graduate
from Gorham Normal School this,
week.

While Miss Marion Starrett is
taking a week’s vacation Mrs. Frank
Duffney, formerly of the Strand will
be at the piano at Empire Theatre.
Passenger Agent Arthur W. Mc
Curdy is having a week’s vacation
from his busy duties.
Operator H.
E. Henshaw is at the window mean
time.

Maine people who laugh at their
cty.y friends who ask about the wild
animals roaming the streets of Pine
Tree Stale villages, will have to
admit that this sometimes occurs
for in Waldo County frequently this
is true. Deer, at this season, are
sometimes seen in many places, even
in the streets of Belfast the shire
town, and bull moose in the fall are
not at all a rarity. Recently, however,
hear have been seen in the villages
of Montville and Freedom, in the lat
ter town on the farm of Ruben Sib
ley, who has lost a number of liens,
and found his hen-yard strewn with
dead fowl.
These have also been • Y-l
found on a path leading to the woods
where Bruin has attempted to make
off with them. The bears have been
seen also by farmers near White’s
Corner and several sheep have been
killed undoubtedly by them.
The
story of Goldilocks has been made
very real also to school children in
one section of the county who were
#based home on the public highway
by three bears, Papa Bear. Mamma
Bear and the little Baby Bear.

The race course at the Knox Trot
ting Park is in excellent condition
for the horses and the trainers are
enjoying it and appreciate having
the old track open. ‘ It does seem
unkind and thoughtless to drive cars
DIED
over the course for it adds hours of
Lngersor.- Spruce Head. June 11. Doris
hard work on to the hoys who have Mark,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Clarence
already done so much getting the Ingersoll aged I month.. 4 days. Funeral
Wednesday afternoon al 2| o’clock from Bur
place in shape.
The Flag Day exercises at the home
of Rockland Lodge. B. P. O. E.. were
carried out last night in accordance
with the program published in Sat
urday’s issue. The ritual services
were impressively performed, the
tribute to the flag by G. B. Butler
being especially well done. Buffet
lunch was served at the conclusion
of the exercises. Among the special
guesft? were members of Edwin Libby
Post, Ralph Ulmer Camp of Spanish
War Veterans (including
Mayor
Carver) and Winslow-Holbrook Post.
*
A. L.

pee parlors.
Filer—I’nion. June 12. Mary J., widow of
bucko G Filer, iged 97 years, 9 months, 19
days. Burial In Everett, Mass.
Shuman Rockland,
June
13,
Clara
Blanche, wife of George \V. Shuman, aged
OS years. 9 months, 7 days
Funeral this
afurnoon at 2 3u fiom laie residence.
Hallowell Thomaston, June 13. A.ice Gonin
Ha Howell, aged
years, 3 months.
Fu
ller il private, Wednesday at 2 o’clock.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish <o thank the neighbors and friends
wlm were so kind in our recent bereavement,
and for the beautiful floral tribute.;.
Mrs. Jesse Barton, Mr. and Mrs lames
Barton. Mr and Mrs. Eugene Barton, Mr.
ami Mrs Andrew Boynton

4 ir.alhaven. June 14.
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Senter Crane Company

Patrons of Park Theatre laughed
all the way home last night, and the
cause of their mirth was P.ehe Dan
iels, who had been starring in ‘‘The ;
Palm Beach Girl.” It has one of the
most ingenious plots of any picture j
shown here this season and it will ,
he a wonder if there’s standing room
tonight.
‘

Special

NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

*

|

410-412 MAIN STREET,

COMING

15,* 1926

The concluding gqme of the Knox
and Lincoln League will be played
at Community Park tomorrow after
noon when Rockland High faces
Camden High, holder of second po
sition.
The locals are going after
this game hammer and tongs, and
if they win much will be forgiven
them.

MCTAHfrsnmaoniB

TALK OF THE TOWN

June

Successors to W. O. HEWETT CO.

Incorporated 19-20.

MAIL AND 1 ELEI HONE ORDERS CAREFULLY ATTENDED TO.

PHONE 568. J

A Survey of Senter Crane Values
is Given Below
This is not in the nature of a sale; they are just our regular prices which wd
want you to know about. Every item is guaranteed satisfactory or your money
CHEERFULLY REFUNDED.
We have taken items on the Street Floor inly; Second and Third Floors have
equally good values.

SILKS

HOSIERY

Imported Pongee (Red Label),
reg. 89c........................................... 59
All Silk Crepe de Chine, reg.
$1.59............................................ 1.39
Heavy Flat Crepe, washable, ,
reg. $2.50................. . ............... 1.98
.Skinners Flat Crepe, washable,
reg. $2.75 .................................. 2.50
Skinners Satin No. 404, reg.
$2.75........................................... 2.29
Heavy Georgette, reg. $3.50. . . 2.50
40 in. Printed Silk, have been
$2.98.............. ............................. 1.69
Botany Flannels, reg. $2.98 . . . 1.98

“Ipswich” No. 840 Silk Rayon
reg. $1.00
............................. 89
"Oakbrook” full fashioned Silk
Hose, reg. $1.98...................... 1.69
“Onyx” Pointex Heel, pure silk,
full fashioned, reg. $1.65 ... 1.50

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT
Percales and Ginghams, reg. 19c
to 29c................. I2V2C and .15
English Toyland Prints, fast col
or, reg. 45c.................................... 27
Windsor Plisse, plain colors, reg.
30c ..................................................... 21
Sunset Blankets, 72x80, (single)
reg- $L00......................................... 75
Golden Fleece, 66x80 (double)
reg. $5.00.................................. 3.50
Indian Blankets, 66x80 (single) 2.98
Piquoit Sheets, 81x99................. 1.65
Other sizes in proportion.
Oil Cloths, 48 in. (good pat
terns)., yard.................................... 29

SILK UNDERWEAR
Rayon Vests, reg. 98c........................ 79
Rayon Bloomers, reg. $1.79.,. 1.50
Rayon Stepins, reg. $1.35 .... 1.15

GLOVES
Fabric Gloves (samples) fancy
Cuffs, reg. $1.25.......................... 79
Silk Gloves (samples) reg. 1.75 .98

BAGS

Special lot—big assortment, reg.
$3.98 ........................................... 2.98
HANDKERCHIEFS

Chinese, embroidered, reg. 25c

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MACKEREL
IL Q
ID. WU
ALMOST ANY SIZE—FINE
FRESH FISH

Eat Mackerel While They Are Cheap

(Sold earlier in the season for $1.98)
LINENS
Stevens S. R. T. Crash, all Linen
reg. 35c to 39c.............................. 29
Stevens S. L. W. Crash, all linen
reg. 30c to 35c................................ 25
TOWELS
Huck Towels (made by Cannon)
reg. 35c.............................................. 25
I urkish Towels (reg. size) reg.
39c and over.................................... 29
I urkish Towels (extra size) reg,
79c and over.......... ........................ 59

Pure Silk Scarfs, reg. $2.98. .. . 1.98
TOILET GOODS
(All Toilet Goods marked low)
Woodbury’s Soap, reg. 25c.............. 21

11

Crepe Gowns....................................... 98

Pillow Tubing, 42 inch hem
stitched ....................................... 1.00

‘ Values from our New

Drapery Department
New shipment of Cretonnes just in, about 65 dif
ferent designs and colorings—all First Quality—

Here they are.

Beautiful Cretonnes that ordinarily sell for
50 and 75c; per yard........................................... 25

Satin Cretonnes that ordinarily sell for 89c
and $1.00; at........................................ 59 and

.69
'.69

Sunfast Poppy Drapery (all good colors) reg.
50c; at ...................................................................... 29
Satin Finish Brocade for Draperies; at............... 98

Rajah Effect Draperies, blue, tan, rose, reg.
98c; at ...................... .»............................................. 69
RUFFLED VOILE

FRENCH MARQUISETTE
Full length—Ecru only

.42 POTATOES .44

MAINE MADE
ONE POUND PRINTS
TURNER CENTRE

VERY FINE POTATOES
.
*p• • t
Lowest Price in Town

LOBSTERS

1 ’
T

FRESH BOILED Each 5OC

FOODLAND
warn

•ri

.

• -> • i H ■ ■ i
Jli
5
S J •

$2.50 pair

Many of the Specials in Curtains
including Sash Curtains

ALL MARKED DOWN

1/

Dry Well Towels................................ 25

NO SECONDS IN ABOVE LIST—ALL PERFECT GOODS

(no seconds).

I

STAMPED GOODS

A real curtain value at

BUTTERlb

.15

Pure Silk, plain and fancy .... 1.00

at............................................................................

430 MAIN STREET,

if

SCARFS

Terry Cloth, all over patterns, regularly 98c;

PERRY'S MARKET

>zhl

Colored and White, emb. corners
reg. 10c............................................. 05

With Tie-backs
Full length—White only

$1.25
Regular $2.00 value

Senter Crane Company
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
6

JO

UNION GRADUATION

THE

boston
I|
by Steamer

ROCKPORT GRADUATION

' ^rogram^pL7 Rowe'"! Lar«c Audience Enjoys • Fine Program By the Class Whose

Remembered.

Motto is “Never Despair.’

Boston-Bangor Line
Service Daily Except
Sunday

36th annual commencement of
Th» graduation exercises of the Lead sales lady in a large well known
Leave Rockland for Boston 8 p. m.
I'nion High School was held at Town
TT
class of 1926, Rockport High School department store in Rockland.
TO BANGOR
Historian, E. Elizabeth Wall told in
Hall Wednesday evening. June 9.
Dally Except Monday
were held Friday evening in the a pleasing manner the story of their
The hall was attractively decorated
Leave Rockland 5 A. M., calling at
Baptist Church, and were enjoyed by four years in High School. The
J4
n 13
j5"
Jb
in the class colors, purple and white. '
way landings
a large company. The class colors class entered Rockport High School
numerous streamers of crepe paper I
Sept. 12, 1922, 20 in number. This
were
blue
and
silver
and
were
ef

To
Bar
Harbor & Bluehill
22
19 2o
21
IS
being stretched from the chandelier fectively used in tlie decora I ions; and year was at tlie time of abandoning
Daily Except Monday
the 9th grade, so the 8th grade was
in tlie center to the sides.
The
Steamers leave Rockland 5 A. M.,
above the platfoim was suspended entered as Freshmen, on trial. Be
2523
stage was made very .attractive with
calling at wav landings
the class motto, "Never Despair," cause of tlielr difficulty with the
STANDARD TIME
a background of the streamers.. with
studies,
many
were
forced
to
go
back.
iso in the class colors, blue and
Connections
at Boston with direct
When
the
pupils
were
finally
a
door
in
the
center
marked
‘
'Push,"
27
2.8
20
liver. Miss Charlotte Cross of
Steamer to NEW YORK
and at either side a large bouquet of Rockland a •former and beloved settled, the total numberof Freshmen
was thirty. The teachers were Mr.
Reduced rates on automobiles
purple and white lilacs.
The class teacher played tlie inarch and was
Burns, principal. Miss Cross and Miss
accompanied by passengers
motto. "The Door to Success Is tilt accompanist of the evening.
Harmon, assistants, music teacher,!
Raymond B. Payson, class of '27 Mis. Sanborn, drawing teacher, Mrs.
Marked
Push," was also over the
3J
32
led as marshal and in a very Bird.
30
Tlie Sophomore year came
stage in large purple letters on a
stately manner conducted the High forth upon us with a different atti
white background.
School chorus to seats in the rear of tude. Several leaving, reducing our
STEAMSHIP LINES. INC.
35 36
The school and class entered the tlie platform. They were followed
number Io 23. For the third time
hall marshaled by Irving Mathews. by tlie graduates numbering 15. the
we entered the familiar room With
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Tlie 10 Seniors this year wore caps largest class that has ever graduated renewed vigor and interest. We were
3?
40
37
and gowns which have been used by front our High School. Prayer was
Steamboat Co.
lx in number. The officers were E.
several schools in the State.
The offered by Rev. B. P. Johnson of the
El.zabcth
Wall, president. Lloyd
SPRING ARRANGEMENT
invocation wa« Impressively given Methodist Church. The song. "Who
45
43 44
41
Rhodes, vice president: secretary
In Effect .lime 3. 1926
by Rev. E. J. Webber, then followed Knows What The Bells Say?" was and treasurer, Wilmer Carroll. Mr.
Dally. Sundays Excepted
mOsic by Marsh's Orchestra
of finely rendered by the chorus, led hy Hale as principal. Miss Cox lan
47
VINALHAVEN LINE
48
Rockland.
46
Mrs. Carleen Nutt, musical Instructor guage teacher and Miss Bean were
Steamer leaves Vinalliaven at 8.00 a m.
The salutatory by L. Dean Webber n our schools.
still with us as were the music and
arming at Kn'klaml at 9.30 a in Return
was well given.
He made his au
• • • •
ing leave. K'X'kland at 2.00 p in., due to
di awing teachers. This year was
50
51
dience feel that they had "Well
arrive a Vinalhaven about 3.30 p. in
The salutatorian was Ross P. brighter and more encouraging as we
Come."
The class history given by
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE:
had an ideal to work for. We de
Spear.
His
part
was
clearly
given
Miles Jones was interesting and at
t(jy, 1926. Western Newspaper Union.)
Steamer leaves Swain’s Island at 5 30 a. in ,
nd with fitting words welcomed cided upon th» Washington ~trlp.
Stonington 6 30, North Haven 7.30, due to
times especially amusing.
The his
Four of our boys were represenflWI in
Horizontal.
Vertical.
parents
and
friends.
This
occasion
arrive at Roeklaiid about 8.10 a. m. Retory of the schools of Union was un
the school basketball team, who
UimUlC leaves Rockl.itid it 1 M, North Haven
1— Coral animals
1—Vast plalne of S. A.
usually Interesting. In closing Miss is l great pleasure to us as well as were the champions of Knox and
2 30. Stonington 3 40. due to arrive at Swan's
2— Mother
6—In a vessel
to you. we hope. We give our warmHawes
expressed
the
gratitude
of
the
Island about 5.00 p m.
3— Verbal quibble
11—Original manuscript
si and most ardent greetings to our Lincoln League. Lloyd Rhodes was
B H. STINSON.
class
of
1926
for
the
privileges
of
at

4— Minute particle
11— A measure of weight (abbr.)
elected
editor-in-chief
of
the
“
TatGeneral Agent.
B—Thus
tending these schools and tlie hope paients and relatives; you have ler" with Alice Palmer assistant edi
14—Negative
6— Measure of area
IB—Exist
that they would ever reflect credit tvulched us from early Infancy, you tor. As the year of 1923 and 1926
MAINE
CENTRAL
RAILROAD
7— Infant
16— Title for adult male <abbr )
upon their schools and town.
Music have followed us through this life approached we will never forget the
Eastern Standard lime
8— To open
17— Evergreen tree
nd have been looking forward to
by tlie orchestra followed.
Trains Leave Rockland row
9— Expressing surprise
first day. how good and yet how sad
1»—Coin
this
event
with
pride
and
affection.
Ross Howes gave advice to under
A,.Afci.40 a n, ,17.05 a. <n.. 11.10 p.
10—Hardship
12— Tool for cutting weeds
it seemed to be a Senior. The faculty ’Wilma A. Carroll. Franklin G. I
SIMONTON
graduates, much of which was es Our teachers, whom we have seen was changed hy a new language Priest. Alton H. Crone. Lloyd B.
13—Besiege
23—Entreaty
|3 31 p. «n
\7.O0 a. m., 11 10 P m-.
Ray Simonton lias improved so as Ilnzv,
very
day
throughout
the
years,
who
Aj6.lt) a. m.<
18
—
One
who
restrains
2B—Capsules of legumes
pecially enjoyable, except at times
teacher. Miss Palmer, music teacher. Rhodes, Harold L. Graffam, Clyde D. to get out but Is still unable to do
have
tutored
us
daily,
and
have
18—Personal pronoun
26— Prefix meaning away
to certain members of the school who
tl.lOpm.m..
iSS*"•»" "I'??.O5» m..
II.IOP.
Mis. Nutt and drawing teacher. Mrs. Richards, Hutli H. Packard. Austin any work.
< >n Decoration day a
20— Work
27— Makes holy
received the wise counsel.
Mary paved our way with aid. consolation Colleton. Class officers: President. C. Whitney. Kita A. Packard. Mel
21— Rapture ,
number of his neighbors clubbed to t i n p. m . i
28— Prefix meaning out
and
friendship,
to
you
we
extend
a
p
Calderwood gave an Interesting es
)7.05 a. m , H 10 p. m.,
22— A command to halt
The class ^officers j gether and did ills planting.
29— A king of Bashan
Alton Crone: vice president. Ruth ville O. Welt.
I, *wi itor. A § 1. t't a. in.,
say on "Algebra," a subject in which cordial greeting. We extend a Packard: secretary and treasurer. were: President, Alton H. Crone:
24—Encourages
20—Severe toll
Miss Merle Annis is home from her
hearty
welcome
to
the
superintendent
26—Sacred song
she has shown unusual interest and
81—Prefix meaning from
I" a ™
• •»• ”10 p
and school committee.
Very much Rita Packard. We all pledged to do vice president. Ruth H. Packard; school In cAtnberland Center for the
29—Contradict
83—Small dogs
ability.
secretary and treasurer, Rita A. summer vacation.
our
share
towards
the
Washington
has
depended
on
you
as
to
whether
8.8
—
Produces
V,^
P
i'".AS'^
,
0
P
a'
n
n..t7.05an,.ti.
10p.m..
85—Speck
The gifts were presented by Ir
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Keene called
84—Southern state (abbr.)
87— A leguminous plant
or not our school life would be a suc trip, and now that it is over we can Packard. The teachers are: G. Les
ving
Mathews,
who
felt
that
it
was
. 17.03 a.m.. 11.10 P. m..
88—A preposition
88— Bluish-green gem
We fully appreciate it and truthfully say that we did. We had ter Hale, principal; Virginia M. on Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Mathews Tues
"more blessed to give than to re cess.
33—Gift
40— Mental obscurity
a wonderful trip. Our minds were Etan. Eva M. Palmer, Mrs. Mildred day evening.
v
ceive."
Dean was given a bottle of deeply thank you Classmates, for us filled with ennobling thoughts such Carleton. Mrs. Carleen Nutt.
39—Bed of a wild beast
41— Alternative conjunction
Mr. and Mrs. E. Fitzgerald and
42—Prefix meaning three
Nervine, as he lacked nerve: Miles, this is indeed an epoch.it is a turning as a book could not give. Our his
42— Preposition
Bath ' ;Dai!y, except Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. McLeod of Camden
44—Turf
48—Like
a pop-gun with which to shoot alge point in our lives; the first real one tory will live as an example of what
were Friday evening callers on Mr.
46— Afternoon (abbr.)
we have yet experienced, and it is
45—Back, a prefix
ROCKPOR1
bra
problems
at
college.
Maty,
a
47— Personal pronoun
ran lie done if the class wills, and we
48—Elevation
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cd«ey of and Mrs. C. J. Mathews.
Brownie to remind her of the most of very great moment to our fu- triumphantly pass out of the doors.
48— Preposition
THOMASTON-MONHEGANBO—A weasel-like animal
Mrs. Sarali Buzzeil called on Mrs.
tuies. Now that the height of our
Montville
are spending the summer
important
member
of
the
Senior
49— Point of compass
BI—Commands
| to work out in the world for the glory
BOOTHBAY LINE
class: Ross, three books. Key to preparatory course has come, we are i and honor of tlie school, a new his- with their daughter, Mrs. Minnie C. J. Mathews Sunday.
Solution will appear In next lasne
Mrs. C. J. Mathews motored to
Stmr. “Gov. Douglas” leaves
Wellman.
Success. Key to Happiness, and Key overjoyed to think that we can meet
I toiy w hich will extend to tlie very
Creighton's Wharf, Thomaston
Clarence Pritchard of East Poult Rockland witli Mr. and Mrs. E. Fitz
to Married Life, as a future aid: Ma before our teachers, parents and
doors of eternity.
6.30 A. M. Easter', Standard Time
ney, Vt., is the guest of his cousin, gerald Satnrday.
derwood; a duet by Alice Plumer and rion. traffic rules, to save future friends to extend a welcome to them
Solution to Saturday's Puzzle
Mrs.
Tulenbloom
and
Mrs.
McLain
Daily Except Sunday
Alton II. Crone.
Marguerite Webber, a
saxophone trouble: Gertrude, a bow (beau) that at these exercises, as well as to
Miss Ruth Orbeton left Saturday have opened an ice cream parlor at
Tel. Tnomailon 16-3
solo by Bliss Fuller and a ladies' would never desert her; Norman, leave with them a lasting memory of
fH
iTiEiSiT'
In
a
very
unique
manner
gifts
were
Tu-Th-68-tf
for Boston where she will spend the tlie home of the former where Mrs.
quartette. Mrs. E. Creighton. Mrs. .1. special shoes that would take him the class of 1926.
presented by Wilma A. Carroll.
Thurlow's ices are now served.
sum mer.
Creighton. Mrs. Esancy and Mrs. at a word, wherever he wished, and
Henry Bohndell. the sportsman of
A reception und utility shower was
Mrs. Cacildla Cain and Mrs. Emma
Howe.
Ice cream and cake were thus save his shoe leather: Roscoe,
The class will was read in an im tlie class was presented with a little
HELEN R. BURNS
iATRMABHl IjVIESRMHMAn served at tlie close. This marks the a bottle of Peptona but should It get pressive manner by Rita A. Packard. fox
I Torrey attended the Department tendered Mr. and Mrs. Mark Dunton
to remind him of tlie way lie I Convention of the National W. R. (Lillian Miller) in Community Hall
beginning
of
the
fifth
year
of
Mr.
him up too early, he should cease Upon behalf of my client the class
|pIu|r| iitlaiNBairiE
Chiropodist
spent his holidays while attending Corps in Portland last week. Mrs. last Wednesday evening in honor of
Webber's pastorate during which lie taking: Reino. a book, "How to Keep of 1926 of Rockport High School I
Mertin Graduate
Rockport High School. Rita Pack Torrey was the I)ept. Instituting of their recent marriage.
They
were
has become greatly endeared to the up with the Jones'." hoping it might have called you together upon this
ard. somewhat vain was given a
the recipients of many useful arti
Peter Pan Beauty Shoppe
people.
be a help to hint in the future.
solemn and serious occasion, to vanity case. Melville Welt, the most ficer the past year. They were cho cles for housekeeping witli congrat
sen delegates to the National ConThe prophecy given by Gertrude listen to her- last will and testament,
Residence Calls by Appointment
paiticular boy in the class concerning
ulations and best wishes.
Refresh
GEMS OF SPRING
Robbins was much enjoyed.
Dean and to receive from her dying hand liis manners, a book of etiquette. 1 vent ion to be held in August. Mrs.
Telephone 1093
ments
were
'served.
i Minnie Wellman and Mrs. Cain were
had become a noted writer; Miles, a the few gifts she has to bestow in
Bessie Wall, who duvays looks on the delegates from the Fred A. Norwood
The Sat«fday night dance in Com
[For Tii? Courier-Gazette]
D Ai
famous explorer; Mary, a prosper her dying moments. We give and
da ik side of life, receives a picture
munity Halt was attended hy a
Clc'led in* the vesture of the mist of morn ous farmerette: Ross, a famed sing
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
QgBI
bequeath to the dear faculty a sweet full of bright objects. Alton Crone, Corps.
ing .
(Suceenor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
Miss Clara Walker and Miss Dor crowd that tested the capacity of tlie
HTiHli
kissed by the sunshine from Heaven bo er; Marion, a charming bride; Irving, and unbroken succession of restful who patronizes the railroad very fre
othy Andrews arc’at libme frotn the hall and Marsh’s music kept them
Osteopathic
Physician
blue.
a successful and Wealthy artist; nights and peaceful dreams. No
wi
E Til
quently, was given an automobile. Gorham Normal School for the sum stepping lkvely.
These affairs are
All unannounced, in all of its comeliness.
Norman, a noted physician; Roscoe, longer need the)’ lie awake through
By Appointment Only Tel. 136-W
Harold Graffam, much fascinated by mer vacation.
PlTj
Heralds the t.pringtiiue of the earth made
very popular, the square dances be
a voyager who had touched all for
the long watches of the night to a set of English notes was pre
Rockland
35 Limerock Street,
new.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd E. Gray left ing enjoyed as well us those of recent
eign ports: and Reino, a renowned worry over the uncertainty of
Graduate of American School of
sented
with
a
note
book,
all
com

vogue.
Perfect the jewels of spring in their settings. college professor.
whether this one Is doing his night plete. Ross Spear, whose ardent de Saturday for their home in Exeter,
Osteopathy
UNION
The farmers here arc nearly fin
Balmy the breezes cf perfume so sweet
Me.
Norman Brown gave the class work, or that one will have his math
Swept
from
the
crest
of
the
deep,
swelling
sire it lias been to be a lari in teachished with their planting.
Tenant’s Harbor and Appleton
Mrs.
Hattie
Stanley
and
son
Ran

will
according
to
the
provisions
of
ematics
in
the
morning
class,
or
the
ocean.
ei, was presented with a Virgil. dall are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Les
Four electidc street lights are nowDR. F. H. STAHL
Lodges, 1. O. O. F. wlii visit Union
Mingled with baUani from forests discrete. which some most amusing bequests other will remember every iron clad
3-year Palmer Graduate
Austin Whitney, whose "Dodge" has lie Rich in Tremont.
in place which is a decided improve
Lodge next Saturday night and
were made.
Roscoe Bessey then rule of compositional technique in
, been a great Help to the class of '26
ment.
Another is to be installed on
Tenant’s Harbor will confer the first R«j..l her garments besprinkled with emer presented to Irving Mathews an im
Miss
Virginia
Bean
has
resigned
CHIROPRACTOR
the preparation of her essay. We wl.lch they and others have worn out
alds.
degree on a class of five candidates.
her position as assistant in the the quarry road at Annis lane.
400 Main St.
Rockland, Me.
mense Japanese lantern with a verse give and bequeath to our superin
Noble her purpose to do ar.d to dare.
The I'. O. authorities have ar
There will be a 6 o’clock supper and Da'aitlc.s her courage ar.d boundless her which seemed especially pleasing to tendent and school committee, our was given a new machine. Frank iligh School and left Saturday for
Office hours: 10-12 a m. 2-5 p. m.
ranged
for
a
re-numberlng
of
the
Piiest,
tlie
most
fashionable
boy
in
efforj.
all brothers who have not been so
her home in Greene.
She has ac
Mon Wed Frl evenings 7-8
most of the audience and class mem sincere affection, our deepest rev
Firing with zeal and new life everywhere.
ir.e class was given a style plate to cepted a position as teacher in mail boxes from Mechanic street
Residence Calls by AppolntmeiH
licited are requested to take pastry.
bers.
Quite to the surprise of Supt erence. our heartiest gratitude and
Office phone 886
through
Simonton
road
making
them
remind
him
when
old
and
gray,
what
The Masonic order is flourishing, Firdiing? burst forth Into song at her com Rowe he was at this lime presented
Thomaston. Conn.
Miss Bean has
a figure he cut while in High School. during her stay made many friends read consecutively when before tlie
having work at each meeting lately.
ing.
by Roscoe with a beautiful ,ivory eternal memory. We give and be
DR. F. E. FOLLETT
, Rutli Packard, the flirt of the class,
numbers were all mixed up.
Thro' vistas of forests their cheery notes
Arthur Farris has moved his fam
desk set.
queath to the Junior class all such j fond of waiting stations, was pre- who very much regret her leaving.
ring.
ily to the Lyman Merrifield place.
With
Best
wishes
will
follow
her
as
she
The valedictory was pleasingly students who were not able to con
Earth is transformed as she wakes from her
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
; sented with a little station, a re- takes up her duties in another state.
George Robbins will soon leave his
given by Reino Olsen, who told of tinue with such a brilliant collection
slumber
In
Efiu'rty
DR.
BICKFORD
District
ol
Maino
| minder of where she entertained her
farm and move into the tenement
With gems of perfection In the casket of the benefits of a High School educa
Miss Gudrun Heistad is at home Southern Division
No 889.
as composed the majority of our beau at noon-time when a Senior in
spring.
vacated by Mr. Farris.
from Lebanon. N. 11., to spend the American Surety Company of New York,
Dentists
tiqn.
He also presented Principal class. To this same Junior class,
Jennie
Kcllar
Davis.
R. H. S. Elizabeth Lane, who in- summer vacation with lier parents,
Complainant,
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant, Mr.
Danforth with a white gold watch Elizabeth Lane's knowledge in all I tinds to be a nurse, was given a
Union R F D.
PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY
and Mrs. Charles Howe and children
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
Heistad.
etui in and Miss Merriam with a com
branches of scholastic work. To the thermometer to use in her cajeeer.
Deep »Sca Fisheries. Inc , Defendant
called on Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
The residence of Mrs. Florence
DUDEK ADl’OlNTINt. SI’Et IAL M ASTER
palct and money. Then followed the basketball team of next year the
CLEANLINESS IS COSTLY
i Lloyd Rhodes, who is fond of collect Butterfield has , been greatly im
DR. R. L. STRATTON
Talbot at the Jack O’Lantern Tea
The
foregoing matter came on to be heard
presentation of the diplomas by ability of Ross Spear and Diddy
the petition, filed the tlrs, day of .lime.
Room, Lincolnville Beach Sunday af Yet Paiqe Factory's Constant Clean- Supt. Rowe,
With
The exercises were Welt. To Philip Spear Welt's gift of ing snap shots of the girls, a snap proved by the addition of a piazza. upon
1'.'26,
of
Ira
W.
Feeney
of
Kn'k
’
and
in
the
I shot book in which to keep his col
ternoon.
Up Campaign Cuts Expense.
closed by a fitting benediction by gab. to anybody who needs it. Frank lection. Alice Palmer, who is fond I). A. Whitmore has been doing the County of Knox and S ate of Maine. Receiver
The many friends of Will E. Perry
work.
DR.
BICKFORD
in the above entitled cause, for the appointRev. Dr. Crowell.
Priest's bluff.
To Helen Crockett of tea. receives a tea hall to carry
will be sorry to learn he is very ill
Mrs. C. E. Dunn of Houlton spent me.t of a special ma-* er to receive ami pass
The school the past year has been Bessie Walls's gloom. To some be
What price cleanliness?
with her constantly. Clyde Richards, Sunday with Rev. and Mrs. J. L. upon the validity of claims against said dewith heart trouble.
Dentists
fe.ulant, Deep Sim Fisheries, Inc., and upon
The
Paige-Detroit
Motor Car a success under the direction of nighted Freshman Kifa Packard's whose desire it Is to attend college,
Several from this place attended
Wilson nt the Moody parsonage.
Principal Danforth and Miss Mer troubles as class secretary. To Isa
reading and filing of said petition, and upon CHILDREN’S WORK A SPECIALTY
was given a book hag.
Lincoln County Pomona at North Company spends $100,000 a year just riam.
The regular meeting of the Fred consideration thereof, after hearing, it is
All will be glad to know that belle Perry, the example of the mem
•
Waldoboro Saturday. State Lectur to keep Its plant clean, yet consid Principal Danforth will return for
• • • •
A. Norwood W. R. C. will be held hereby
bers of this class. To Doris. Went
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Ordered that Philip G. C’ifford nt' Portland,
er Merle Harriman. State Master ers it cheap at the price.
Friday
evening
of
this
week.
Thorp
Before It another year.
Miss Merriam has a worth Ruth Packard's ancestors. To
in
the
County
of
<'
umherl.mil
and State of
Miss Rita Packard sans: vdry
Abbott and State Master Dewey of
will
be
a
special
program
and
light
Maine,
Iw*
and
he
hereby
Is
appointed
Spe

position
in
a
larger
school
near
her
Osteopathic Physician
Ben
Mora
ng
Alton
Crone's
executive
sweetly “June Brought the Roses.”
Pennsylvania were present and gave Installed the special equipment and
cial Master to receive all claims against the
ability. To the Freshmen class that
The valedictory was finely written refreshments will he served.
Graduate of American School of
present
elaborate home.
defendant,
Disf
Sea
Fisheries,
Inc
,
ami
to
splendid
addresses.
The
host arranged the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Coates of
is to be, any overlooked cuds of gum and delivered by Elizabeth A. Lane.
(
Oateopathy
determine ami adjudge upon said claims
grange extended every courtesy to clean-up system, the cost was high
Washington. D. C., are guests of his which max Ire presented as hereinafter or
By Appointment Only
the large crowd present and made er—hut it was figured in production ment floors of the wide aisles w» may have left adhering to the “Our little craft stands at rest to parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert
dered,
and
upon
the
preferences
ami
allow

Telephone 323
totals, injuries io workers, faulty through the factory are scrubbed under side of desks or chairs. All night at a bend in the river of time, Coates for an indefinite period.
them feel comfortable and happy.
ances. If any. to which said claims may
the rest of our property we give and and we pause awhile to meditate in
Rockland
he entitled: to give public notice of this 38 Summer Street,
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Williams, Mr. workmanship, and damaged parts. with soap and water.
Lowell
Payson
ami
Huse
Tibbetts
bequeath to our beloved faculty, and preparing for the voyage ahead.
order hy catming a copy thereof to Ire pub
In one department, cleanliness
and Mrs. Charles Simmons. Mr. and With the ’increased expenditure for
are
at
horn**
from
the
University
of
lished
once
a
week
for
three
successive
weeks
DR. J. H. DAMON
Mrs. Robert Farris and family, Mr. cleanliness, final costs wei^ reduced carried out to the extent of barring appoint the principal of the said During our four years of High Illinois, Urbana, Ill., for the sum in the Portland Prcss-»Hiraid, a newspaper
and Mrs. Maynard Leach and family so that the purchaser of a Paige or every one but the operators of the faculty sole executor with or with School, the banks of our beautiful mer.
published in Portland, Maine, ami Tlie Cou
stream have seemed widely sepa
Dentist
Gazette, a newspaper ptih?l»hed in Ibe kwere at Fort Knox Sunday and en a Jewett not only gets a better car, machinery, even factory officials and out bonds.
G. Lester Hale left Sunday for rier
latid, Maine, the last publication of said
rated. No thought of danger has
but saves on the purchase price.
joyed a picnic dinner.
executives being refused admittance
ROCKLAND
Dark Harbor where lie will remain notice in eaj.h of said news|Nipcrs to Ire not 302 MAIN STREET
The effects of constant cleanin, This is the great enclosed enamelling
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Hichborn of
Tlie piano rolo by Miss E. Eliza 1 marred our smooth-passage. Thus during the summer.
later than June 29, 1926, and also to give
Appointments 9 to 2
far
the
streams
over
which
we
have
are
not
only
physical,
but
psycholo

notice
of
this
order
hy
nulling
prior
to
June
Augusta were in town Sunday.
department.
Filtered and washed beth Wall was skilfully rendered.
Mrs. Ernest Torrey left Saturday i". I'.tjii.
x
in tin- aet. i .41 Also Saturday afternoons and even
In a clean plant, the work air circulates through the immense
The large number of friends gath gical.
The class prophecy was well writ • traveled through our childhood and for Bangor Where she was the guest creuitors of said defenidarv: shown on the list
ings until June 1
school
life,
have
been
seemingly
ers
naturally
do
clean
work
and
turn
ered at the Methodist Church on
chamber containing the conveyors ten and delivered by Austin C.
of Mrs. Nellie Harmon, and attended of creditors which the Receiver Is hereby
Phone 593-R
Few kitchens are and ovens, through which thousands Whitney. "Bessie Wall, the maiden insignificant. Now we rest upon our the graduation exercises Monday at required t<» furnish the Special Master; ami 28-tf
Monday evening to extend a wel out clean jobs.
a'l creditors yf Haiti defendant are hereby
come to the returning pastor. Rev. kept cleaner or watched more care of metal parts pass hourly.
Un with the nut brown hair, when asked oars, we get a glimpse at what lie.? the University of Maine.
directed aicl notified to preacot their re
E. W. Webber and family, showed fully than the mammoth plant in fortunately. this interesting opera if she had graduated from college before us. We notice that the river
Mrs. Susie Johnson and Miss Cora spective clairtis to said Special Master at his E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
the high esteem in which they are which Paiges and Jewetts ate con tion cannot he exhibited to visitors, and was still a man hater, crossly has broadened sorqewhat and the wa Loring of Haverhill. Mass., were re office. No !'.*» Exchange .Street. Portland.
Everything is ship-shape. for if only one man walks through, replied, that she never was a man ters are turbulent. Rocks of priva cent guests of Mrs. Herbert Coates. Maine, not la<er than July 31. 1926. Ea«h
held by the entire community. The structed.
Office Hours: 1 to 3
7 to H P. M.
such claim shall be presented to said Spe
Before tlie Paige plant operated lint from his clothes and dust from hater, and that she had a wonderful tion and sacrifice threaten to wreck
vestry was attractively decorated
Hotel Rockport is open for the cial Master in writing, signed by the claim
Residence
until
9
A.
M-,
and by
the
boats.
We
consider
these
un

with flags, cut flowers and potted on its present system, time had to his sole-leather mars the work.
husband.
Ross Spear, thin and
season, Fred Trowbridge proprietor. ant ami under oath, and shall contain a
plants.
In the receiving line were lie allowed for the workers to sweep
In all other departments, visitors stooped, says his married life has familiar dangers with a superstitious
Appointment. Telephone IM
Mrs. Dorothy Lane and daughters statement of thv claim and the consideration
Rev. and Mis. Webber. Mr. and Mrs. up around their machines every so are welcome.
been one vain effort to please his belief that we shall eventually pass Thelma and Beatrice left Monday for thereof, what security, if any. is held hy the
THOMASTON, ME.
claimant on account of the same, what
J. D. Thurston and Dr. and Mrs. often, as steel chips or shavings or
wife. Henry Bohndell. browned and hy those obstructions with the same Greenwich, Conn., where they will priority or preference of payment. If any. is
Now
Plumer.
The entertainment, ar other waste accumulated.
wrinkled by the weather, has not pleasant calmness we have passed spend tlie summer.
claimed
by
the
claimant,
and
the
reasons
THORNDIKEV1LLE
ranged by Miss Florence Thurston, guards have been installed on all the
reached his goal as a great comedian, tnrough those of our High School
The alumni banquet will he held for sueii claim of priority or preference,
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
any, and if so, what, payments have
was most enjoyable.
Speeches of grinding and boring machines, so
Mrs. Raymond Ciabtree and son but has found happiness in a camp voyage.
in Masonic hall at 6.30 tomorrow whether
been made thereon, what offsets, if any. there
Supt.
E.
L.
Toner
conferred
the
di

appreciation were made by Rev. W. that the chips and shavings leave returned from Knox Hospital Friday- on Ragged mountain, getting his en- j
Dentist
night and will richly deserve a large are. and if such claim is founded upon an
The class ode was sung
A. Meservey. J. D. Thurston. Dr. the machine through chutes, to be
ROCKLANP
Mr. and Mrs. Al McLean and Mrs. joyment front his fisl.Ing
ackle. 1 plomas.
attendance. A short but snappy pro itistiumcnt in writing, it shall be filed with 400 MAIN ST.
It fol
in
receptacles.
One Louise Dunbar front Camden were hounds and guns. Graffam's face with feeling and expression.
Plumer and Herbert Grinnell, fol collected
the claim, or in lieu thereof a true copy
gram will follow the fine supper.
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
proved to the satisfaction of said Special
lowed by readings by Mrs. Meservey. worker, making regular rounds, emp Sunday callers at A. W. Thorndike's. also shows that his work is out of ! lows:
The annual banquet and business Master. If the said Special Master shall re
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 6
Mrs. Haskell, Miss Farris and little ires tlie receptacles, and this one
CLASS ODE
D. C. Hemenway is driving.a new doors, as he had become boss of a |
meeting of the R. H. S. Alumni As quire additional proof or information in
Evenings by Appointment
Miss Esancy—solos by Mrs. Clarence man does the work formerly requir Ford touring car.
(Tune—“Croon Time’’)
gard
to
any
claim
presented
-as
above,
it
golf links. Rhodes is unchanged, and I
sociation will ho held at the Masonic
139-tf
Twice a day, the ceshall
be
fumiyhed
by
the
claimant.
Leonard and Miss Constance Cal- ing five men.
High
School
(lays
are
over.
Hall. Wednesday evening, June 16.
Mrs. Lewis Young of East Union happy with his new Buick coupe and
I, is further ordered that any creditor of
From comrades we must part.
Supper will he served at 6.30 stand said defendant, who shall not Hie his claim Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. is foreman of the Lime Co.'s kilns.
The happy hours are left behind,
ard time.
John M. Richardson of with .said H)»e<i.il Master in the manner here
Duties now must start
Susan Hemenway and her daughter. Miss Palmer had not changed, and
DENTI8T
Many
things
we
’
re
losing,
Rockland, a former and popular in provided! on or before July 31. 1926. shall
Mrs. Winifred Pushaw. Mrs. Young had written a hook, entitled "Chilbe
forever
barred
from
sharing
in
any
as
DENTAL
X-RAY
AND DIAGNOSIS
Yet
there
is
niu-h
to
gain.
principal of the High School will be sets of the estate of said defendant, not
has been ill all winter and still re ren's Stories." Ruth Packard's hair
The.' hardships and sorrow
Telephone 1020
toastmaster.
it is expected that
is grey and she is much changed. Is j Will cauae us much pain.
mains in poor health.required for the payment of expenses of adlarge company of members and mlniiAriVtion, and the i>ayment of valid lien
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Price front teaching at tlie Hoboken school, i
Above Huston-Tuttle Book 8tore
claims.
REFRAIN
guests will greet him.
Both and Alton Ingraham from Bos Clyde Richards graduated from tlie
ROCKLAND. ME.
88-tt
The
Receiver
of
the
said
defendant
Is
So
journey
on
the
road
of
success.
ton were recent guests of Mrs. Har University of Maine, taking the 1
hereby ordered and directed to furnish saiil
Thu’ shadows fall. "Never Despair.’’
Priest
Special
Master
upon
request
hy
him
access
DR.
B.
E.
FLANDERS
riet Carter and Mrs. Ellie Ingraham. highest rank of his class.
Shoulder all care, tread the path of duty.
to ?»11 the hook; and papers of said dc
John Pushaw is doing mason work after going to business college, ob
Tho’ many pleasures call,
fendant now in the hands of said Receiver;
Dentist
tained a position with the Packard
Reward is a day bright and clear
foi F. V. Etterlinger.
also to furnudi said Master all information 407 MAIN ST.
Farewell, farewell, dear Rockport High.
ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. F. V. Etterlinger from Motor Co. Welt obtained his goal
in
the
posKesxion
of
said
Receiver
relating
Farewell, farewell, dear Rockport High.
Next to the Rorkland National Bank
to
the
outstanding
claims
against,
said
de

I Staten Island. N. Y.. are at their as caretaker of one of the summer
Wi’re now leaving thee, the future to face.
fendant ; -also to furnish the Special Master
Building
estates. Miss Carroll has changed
Alice L Palmer
I summer home for a few weeks.
forthwith a list of aM creditors of the de
Telephone 1008
Rita A. Packard
Mrs. Maurice Hill of Rockland is very little, and is teaching in the
fendant appealing on its hooks, showing the
Ruth
H.
Packard
Office Hours; 9 tn 12; 2 to B
, visiting her sister, Mrs. Stephen Oll- school where she was once a scholar.
names of the several creditors and their re
The music reflected much credit
spective postoffice addresses as shown on snid
Crone's success has been complete,
:lette.
o'
oks.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Mills of and he Is engaged in tlie wholesale upon the teacher and pupils. Bene
, Said Spe<4al Master shall report to this
ARTHUR L. ORNE
I Camden were recent callers of John anti retail grocery business. Miss diction was pronounced by Rev. J. L.
Court as aoon as may he after ‘July 31,
Lane's dreams have been fulfilled, Wilson.
• 926, and may apply to this Court from time
| Pushaw.
The graduates: Classical Course—
t • time for further instructions and auMrs. Bert Merrill of Thomaston ac and she is located in a hospital. Rita
thorRy in the premises.
INSURANCE
companied by Mrs. Albert Brown and Packard, though well past middle age Elizabeth A. Lane, Ross P. Spear, E.
Dated June 1, 1926.
Mrs. Frank Liddy were callers at ip still beau hunting. 'She is success- Elizabeth Wall. General Course—
CLARENCE HALE.
fui in her work, however, and is Henry Bohndell, Alice L. Palmer,
June 5-12-15
District Judge
Suecenor to A. J. Erskine a wo.
Lester Merrill's Wednesday.
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"THE PILOT" IS OUT
North Haven High School
Students Issue Their Pa
per.

TENANTS HARBOR

MARTINSVILLE

The Severnh Grade of this school
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Foster, Mrs. took an auto trip to the Camden Fish
Alice Wheeler and ; daughter Eliza Hatchery Fridsfy, chaperoned by a
beth and Mrs. Fannie Morris visited former teacher, Gertrude L. Hupper.
3olden Rod diaper, O. E. S„ Rock
Pastor Sidney Packard is eonllned
land, Friday evening.
to his home with neuritis. He is at
Mr. and Mrs. George Pease of tended by Dr. Leach.
Portland have been the guests of Mr.
Fred Smith a d Samuel Horrock
Pease’s parents for a few days.
of Fall River. Mass., returned to their
Mrs. Ellen Mateer left for Roch homes by auto Wednesday, after
ester, X. Y„ Saturday.
She has spending the past week at Mrs. X. II.
been at her father's home here dur Gardner's.
ing the illness and death of her
Charles Smart of Bath visited his
mother, Mrs. Mary Morris.
cousin. Mrs. Hazel Hupper, last week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Mont and son
Drift Inn opened Sunday for an
Uarvan of West Hartford, Conn.,
other season, and catered to a number
spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
of automobile parties. O. G. Kalloch
W. L. Ulmer.
Rev. P. E. Miller preached the bac is the proprietor.
Mrs. Orilla Clark of Thomaston is
calaureate sermon to the graduate of
St. George 'High School last Sunday visiting Mr. and Mrs. X. 11. Gardner.
The (arrivals at “Wayside'’ Ithis
morning.
Tlie graduation exercises
Norman Dort, A. L.
will be held in the church next Wed- , week were:
nesday evening with a ball following Kennedy and Mrs. Bidert, all of
In Morris’ hall.
The graduates are: I New York. They are here for the
Misses Evelyn Morris and Hllja Kul interests of the kelp plant at Port
ju and Cecil Andrews. Everett Tor Clyde.
Mrs. Etta Stlmpson was called to
rey and Theodore Stlmpson.
Eureka, Lodge, F. and A. M. and Tenant's Harbor by the illness of her
Xaomi Chapter, •>. E. S. will inarch aunt, Mrs. Cook.
Minnie Pitcher was a guest at the
in a body to the church when an Ad
dress In observance of St. John's C. C. C. party held recently.
Mrs. William Cook this week is
Day will be delivered by the pastor
attending the High School graduation
on June 20.
Herbert Davis of Poughkeepsie, X. in Southwest Harbor in which her
Y„ was a guest over the weekend of daughter Is a participant.
Mrs. Rebecca Alley has gone, to
Ids mother. Mrs. Clara Davis and
Vinalhaven to attend the funeral of
sister, Mrs. Leander Wiley.
The children of the primary school her brutlier-in-law, the late Mr.
accompanied by their mothers held Barton.
a picnic on the beach at Martins
Martinsville and Tenant's Harbor
ville last Friday under direction of primary had a joint school picnic,
the teacher. Miiss Elizabeth Harris. the teachers and several mothers be
Whitney Wheeler and Henry Allen ing guests of honor.
are home from U. of M. and < olhj
The Central Maine Power Co is
College respectively for the sumfliei extending their light line to Point
Roscoe.
vacation.
The Rebekahs and Odd Fellows
Several from here attended the
unitedly will hold memorial exer Baptist Convention in Rockland.
cises in their hall on Sunday, June
The remains of the late Mrs. Har
27. following which they will go to riet Jones arrived Wednesday for
the cemeteries where they will place burial. The deceased was a former
niarJters on the graves of their de resident of this place.
ceased members.
Charles Chaples of Clark Island
Mrs. Charles Holhrook of Somer was the guest of Edward Chaples
ville. Mass., left for her home Friday. Tuesday.
Capt. Emerson Murphy is slowly
The C. C. C.s were guests of Mr.
recovering from his illness.
and Mrs. Harold Hupper last Satur
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Monaghan day. They were joined in the even
and son Lincoln, Jr., left Friday for ing by other guests and a shore pic
their honie in Braintree.
nic was held. Those present were
Miss Phyllis Hocking of Long Cove
club members: Evelyn and Delma
is clerking at St. George bakery.
Green, Marion Davis, Helen Glidden,
Prop. Charles Rawley Is giving
Louise Anderson. Claribel Lowe, Ed
Wan-e-set inn a fresh coat of paint
na Gregory; and guests, Helen Greg
which adds much to the general
ory, Hiram Crle, Walter Richardson.
looks of the hotel.
Capt. and Mrs. Orris Holbrook and Theodore Davis, James Emery, Gil
Miss Eva Torrey motored to Rock bert Anderson. Theodore Btimpson
John Anderson. Donald Merriam,
land Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Goodwin are Theodore Sylvester, I Mr. and Mrs.
doing light housekeeping in a part of Harold Hupper.
James Taylor's house.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ray have re NORTH BURKETTVILLE
turned from Florida where they
Miss Lydia Kerrick of Belfast
spent the winter.
spent the weekend at the home of
Dr. and Mrs. C. li. Leach accom Herbert Esancy.
panied by Mrs. Charles Rawley and
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Esancy and
Mrs. C. E. Wheeler were in Rockland daughters Eleanor and Evelyn and
Thursday.
son Clarence and Miss Herrick were
■\V. E. Sheerer is able to be in his Sunday guests at Mrs. Eleanor Paystore after several weeks illness.
son's,, Hope.
Mrs. John Fuller is a guest of her
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Jewett and
children in Attleboro, Mass.
sisters Esther and Christobel Full
The baccalaureate sermon to the er were Sunday callers in town, also
class of 1926. St. George High School Mr. and Mrs. Will Sanford and
was delivered Sunday morning at the friends of Liberty.
Baptist Church hy Rev. Perley Mil
Elden Maddocks and family of
ler in a very able manner.
The Collinsville spent Sunday with Mrs.
inarch was played by the regular Cara Grinnell.
church orchestra and the school was
Mr. and Mrs. David Esancy of Ap
ushered in by O. Lampinen. a mem pleton recently visited at the home
ber of the Junior class.
The choir of Herbert Esancy.
rendered some appropriate songs and
Clarenbe and Ralph Esancy, sisters
special mention should be made of Gertrude and Hazel and Miss Lydia
the Quartet selection bv Mrs. \\ illlam Herrick were in Belfast, Monday.
Gillis. Mrs. Willis Wilson, Mr. Reed Miss Herrick remaining.
and Gilbert Auld. Next Wednesday
Irving Turner is driving a new
evening the graduating exercises of Ford and with his parents were call
this class will be held in the church
ing on friends In East Palermo Sun
auditorium and at the close of these day.
exercises a grand ball will be held at
Mrs. Cora Grinnell was in Wash
Morris hall. Music will be furnished ington Friday as were also Mrs. Her
by Marston's Orchestra for both oc bert Esancy and son Ralph and
casions.
The program: Invocation, daughter Evelyn.
Rev. P. E. Miller; salutatory. Ev
Miss Mildred Smith returned Sat
erett Torrey: class history. Miss urday from Swanville where she has
Evelyn Morris: class prophecy, Thecompleted another year's teaching.
odre Stlmpson; presentation of gifts,
Mrs. Pauline Bradway and little
Cecil Andrews; valedictory. Miss daughter Eleanor of Springfield.
Hilja Kulju.
Mass., are spending a few weeks
Movies at Odd Fellows hall Thurs- with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E
"y evening. Extra fine atractions.
Smith.
[ilsode No. 2 of the serial, “The
Wilbur Esancy and family
of
ame Fighter," Patlie Fables, and Union and Robert Esancy of North
e feature “Heritage of The Desert,” Union were Sunday callers at Frank
le of Zane Grey's most popular
Esancy's.
ories. featuring Bebe Daniels.—adv.
The big mill from the Plains has
It
been moved onto Mrs. Mary Mitch
ell's lumber lot here and will begin
sawing tills week.
Chopping began
two weeks ago and the new camps
will soon be occupied.
Miss Lucy Llnscott has returned
from Appleton where she has been
attending High School.

YOUR
VACATION

Soon
the
spirit
of
summer will be urging
you to get away for
a rest from the daily
grind. Beforo long the
roar of the surf, the
cool
atmosphere
of
the mountain, the open
road will be beckoning
you. An easy way to
finance your vacation
is to obtain one of our
"MONEY
BARRELS”
and save your coins.

Dividends
have been

LOWER SUNSET
J^r. and Mrs. John S. Pickering and
(laughter Edith were the Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward S.
Small.
Walter H. Small, who broke his
ribs. Is out again.
Mrs. Raymond Barter and little
daughter Elsie called on her sister,
Mrs. Amy Small, Sunday.
Mrs. Ethel Saunders of Surry is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George W. Davis.
Miss Florence Barter called on
Miss Bertha L. Small Sunday.
Mrs. E. S. Small and daughter
Bertha were in South Deer Isle Sat
urday.
William Powers Is painting his
residence.
School closed Friday, taught by
Cnristlne Lufkin, with a very suc
cessful term.

CRIEHAVEN

Ask for One
Today

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, ME.
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Dances are running regular every
Wednesday and Saturday nights now.
The population here is increasing
now-a-days. Several families have
arrived from Rockland, to tish here
for the summer.
Charles Anderson and Fred Wilson
caught the first halibut of the season
for Crlehuven,
Miss Grace Goddard of the Port
land Y. *.V, C. A. is spending a few
days at Mrs. P. C. Mitchell's.
The Helds and pastures are white
with strawberry blossoms, and with
fair blue skies and the ocean so calm,
it looks as if summer was really
coming.
John Anderson made a trip to the
Mussel Ridges for fresh bait recently.

The North Haven High School stu
dents have issued tlielr school paper,
“The Pilot," which this time Is dedi
cated to the teachers, Philip M.
Bradbury and Miss Alice Hill. The
editorial board, and it may well feel
proud of its labors, was made up
thus: EdItor-in-Chief. Clara Water
man '26; Assistant Editor. Georgia
Spear '27; Literary Editor, Parker
Stone '2*1; Alumni Editor, Albra
Slone '29; Exchange Editor, Dorothy
Crockett '29; Local Editor, Leah
Waterman '28; Joke Editor, Winona
Whitmore '26; Business Manager,
Emery Wooster 126; Assistant Mana
ger, Carl Thurston '29.
The literary contributions include
poems by Emery Wooster '28, Harvey
C. Calderwood '29. Winona Whltino.e ’26, Clara Waterman '26, and
articles by Harold I’. Wooster '29.
Georgia Spear '27, Emery Wooster,
It.. '28. and Winona Whitmore '26.
The Issue contains a goodly as
sortment of jokes, locals, statistics,
exchange notes and alumni Items,
....

In buying a Used Car you are forced to de
pend upon the reputation of the dealer who
sells it

The Editorial Board of the North Haven Pilot.

Dodge Brothers Dealers are business men,
operating permanent establishments under
valuable franchises. They look upon every
Used Car purchaser as the ultimate buyer
of a New Car, and they value his good will
accordingly.

The whereabouts of last year's
graduates—
Alton
Calderwood, working at
Xo:th Haven.
Emma Parsons, attending Gorham
Normal, Gorham.
Alice Webster, attending Gorham
Normal. Gorham.
Dorothy Stone, attending Kent's
Hill Seminary.
Christine
McDonald,
attending
Rockland High School.
Nellie Cooper, living at North
Haven.
Joel Wooster, attending University
of Maine.
David Wooster, working at North
Haven.
latwrenee Hopkins, living at North
Haven.
li ven Stone, living at North Haven.
Owen Grant, farming at North
Haven.

He alone is in a position to know the history
and present condition of the cars he sells.

Buy a Used Car of any Dodge Brothers
Dealer and you will receive honest value for
your money
.

And right now is a particularly good timo
to buy.

Increasing sales of new Dodge Brothers
cars—following radical improvements in
beauty and performance—have everywhere
brought in an exceptional selection from
which to choose.
Touring Car $876.00

Coupe,

$928.00

874.00

Sedan,

983.00

The Senior Class of North Haven High School.

Roadster,
APPLETON RIDGE
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Whitney and
two children, Miss Maude Whitney,
Mrs. Lillian Gardiner and little son
and Miss Vivian Bartlett were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. C, Harry Conant tn
Warren Wednesday.
Miss Beatrice Hall was a supper
guest at P. D. Perry's Thursday.
Mrs. Elizabeth Sprowl has as a
guest, Mrs. Mildred Timson of Lynn,
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert,were
In Camden Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Moody and
children and Franklin Beane spent
Saturday in Rockland.
Mr. Alexander and Mr. Thomas of
Camden were callers at P. D. Perry’s
Thursday.

OWL'S HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Young and fam
ily of Haddonfield arrived here Tues
day night In their car and are at
their cottage.
The entire Bancroft school have
arrived and arc settled down for the
summer months.
Mrs. E. H. St. Clair and son War
ner are visiting relatives In Rockport.
Mrs. Byron Trescott arrived, here
from Worcester Monday'night and
will have the Owl's Head Inn opened
for business by the loth. She has a
chauffeur and general keeper with
her at present.
Alexander Bain has returned home
from school.
The school girls gave Edna and
Helen Ross a surprise parly Tuesday
night.
Mrs. Dow has returned to her home
down east after spending two weeks
in town, guest of her daughter. Mrs.
A. A. Bain.
Mrs. C. S. Reed has started on her
summer work at Owl’s Head Inn.
Meltiali Scammon of Rockland,
formerly of Owl's Head, is quite sick.
NOTING MEMORIAL DAY

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I have just made my annual me
morial pilgrimage to Mount Auburn
Cemetery, The G. A. R. exercises
were somewhat changed this year;
they were held after the graves had
been decorated. Instead of before, as
In former years. As heretofore the
exercises were under the auspices of
John A. Andrews Post, No. 15, of
Boston. This Post at one time num
bered over 800 members; there were
17 comrades took part tn the exer
cises today, and not dll of them
members of Post 15. As I looked at
that little band I could not help ex
claiming. ."Behold, what havoc the
Scythe of Time makes among the
human race.”
The Adjutant read these figures:
Present membership of the G, A. R.
115,000; death rate 20,000 yearly. It
doesn't take long to figure that in
1928, 60 years from the first Me
morial Day in 1868, the G. A. R. nu
merically will be very small, as the
death rate must Increase rapidly. In
his address the Commander spoke
with pride of the fact that the G. A.
R. had furnished four Presidents,
Grant, Garfield, Harrison and Mc
Kinley.
In the Boston Globe of May 31 ap
peared a picture of Charles E, Stone,
lifer, and George H. Merrill.
I had the pleasure of speaking with
both. Comrade Stone laughingly
said that It was a good story that
the poet Whittier used to toss him
on his knee. The fact Is that he
never did, as Stone was as big as
the poet. Both these comrades are
alert and up to date. They go
aiound greater Boston playing for
patriotic events. Comrade Merrill
will soon take unto himself a new
wife. Old? Not yet, by many years.
Soon tliqre will be no G. A. R
services held In any cemetery, be
cause there will be no Grand Army
of the (Republic. I once listened to
a tiiend deliver a Memorial Day
address with these closing words:
“When the streams shall fail to flow
from their source unto the sea, when
the sea Itself shall have dried up,
then and only then, will a grateful
nation forget the Grand Army of the
Republic.
Boze.
Somerville, Mess.

FOURTEEN DIPLOMAS

VINALHAVEN

“Down in Maine,” a four-act Do
Will Be Awarded At Vinal mestic Drama will he given tonight
Memorial' hall with the following
haven Graduation Thurs at
cast of characters: Zeph Cum
mings, Oscar Lane: Ralph Cum
day Night.
mings, Hiram Vinal: Neil Went
The commencement exercises of worth, Herbert Cassie: Dingle, Eu
Vinalhaven High School will be held gene Hall: Tomps, Albert Hender
Thursday night, and this program son; Mr. Holden, Jack Ross; Jlmsy.
Cora Peterson: Mose Gossin, Ho
will be presented:
mer Gray; Susie Cummings: Hazel
Selection .
High School Orchestra Dyer; Mrs. Cummings, Florence Gil
Invocation
. Rev Mr. Henderson
Keslah. Allie Lane; Betsy
Salutatory
.......... L. Helen Orcutt I ford:
History
.... Marion .1 Lyford ' Tomps. Margaret Henderson.
The
Saxophone Solo ..
........ F.avilla S. Arey Ladies Orchestra assisted by several
Accompanist Bertha (. Miller
The per
rephecy ............................... rhyllis .1 Black others will furnish music.
Selection
............. ..
Orchestra formance will begin at 8.15, and seats
Class Will ..
■. Arlena E Ko s'.uli are bn sale at O. P. Lyons’.
Vocal Solo ..
Marion
Calderwood
Fotty-two Odd Fellows arrived
Class (ilfts ..
... Dorothy M Cassie
Valedictory
Ethel <: Yount! Satbrd^y afternoon to attend the
Presentation of*Diplomas. Sifiit
A. Smalley meet!jig of District Number 16. re
Class Ode ......................................... Class of '26 turning to Rockland after the cere
Benediction .................... Rev. Mr Henderson monies of the First Degree worked
Selection ............................................. Orchestra
at (><Jd Fellows hall.
The Grand
Vinalhaven High School has a Master and Deputy Grand Master
graduating class of 14 members this were present, also District Deputy
year. The list follows: Fla villa Arey. Luke P. Davis of Rockland.
Supper
Phyllis Black. Mae Brown. Marion was served by members of Union
Ct-Iderwood, Dorothy Cassie, Toivo Church Circle at 6.30 when 78 Odd
Holmstrom, Arlena Kossuth. Marlon Fellows marched in and were seated.
Lyford, Bertha Miller, Tlieron Miller. C. L. Roman playing the march. The
Helen Orcutt, Ethel Young, Hilton tables were beautifully decorated
Young, Lucinda Young.
with various colors .and also large
The class motto is “Finished. Yet center pieces of cut flowers and the
Beginning."
The class flower is gentlemen did justice to the bounti
American Beauty Rose.
fully laden tables, presided over by
The faculty comprises Smith B. members of the circle.
Hopkins principal, and Misses Greene
June 19 is the date of the meeting
anti Vinal assistants.
of Limerock Pomona with Pleasant
River Grange.
Jesse Bradstreet of Rockland was
SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. W. E. Dennison entertained the guest of relatives in town over
Sunday.
friends Sunday.
Mrs. Everett Payson, who has been
Capt. and Mrs. Freeman EJlwell
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. the guest of her sister, Mrs. Fred
K. Coombs has returned to her home
Cltt eland Saturday on an auto ride.
Mrs. W. E. Greenough and daugh in Crfmden.
Miss Mildred Robinson is home
ter Mollie and two lady friends mo
tored here from Boston Saturday from Rockland for a short vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Roberts of
and have one of the cottages at
Quincy, Mass., arrived Saturday at
Rockledge Inn.
II. R. Waldron and Mrs. Cassie their summer home.
Frank Hall of Camden was in
McLeod were guests of II. II. Wal
dron of Rorkland Sunday. Mrs. Mc town Saturday to attend the District
Leod visited Mrs. H. 11. Waldron and
H. R. Waldron attended the trot at
the park.
Mrs. L. A. Thompson entertained
het three sisters from Thomaston
Sunday.
Mrs. Leland Mann motored tn
South Thomaston Saturdays with her
son Darrell and Miss Duswald.
Miss Lena Thorndike spent the
weekend at her home here.
W. M. Grant recently visited her
eousin Mrs. Mabel W. Wiley In
Rockland.
School closed here May 28 after a
very successful year taught by Miss
Susie Sleeper of South Thomaston.
A picnic on Spruce Head Island was
enjoyed by the teacher, pupils, sev
eral of the mothers and a few of the
children who will enter this fall.
The parents are hoping that Miss
Sleeper will return another year.
Donald C. York, Grade 6 deserves
mention for having perfect attend
ance for the year, being neither tardy
not absent. Other pupils having
good attendance for the year arc
David E. Post, Grade 3. I^ivon God
frey. Grade 7, Carl Godfrey, Grade 6.
—and saves me hours
Gordon C. Simmons, Grade 4, Ruth
of work on washday
Simmons, Grade 7. 'In the Health
Chore Contest carried on during the
VERY washday I used to scrub the
winter and spring terms the pupils
clothes almost threadbare to get
receiving honors were: Ruth Sim
them clean. How I hated it!
mons, David Post, Donald York,
Then I tried Rinso. I just put the
Carl Godfrey, Emily Post, Sylvia
Post,
Joseph
Godfrey,
Gordon clothes in the rich, creamy Rinso suds
Simmons, Clinton Simmons, Chris —it’s granulated and dissolves at once
tine Giles and Lavon Godfrey. The —and let them soak over night.
pupils having the largest number of
The next morning my wash had been
perfect lessons in spelling for the soaked snowy white! Even the most
spring term are Vincent Carr. Donald soiled parts became spotless with just
York, Herbert Elwell and David a tiny rub or two.
Post. The pupils have shown great
No more washboards for me — no
interest In carrying on the Pine Tree
League.
Some excellent programs more hours of exhausting work—I al
have been given and ntuch has been ways use Rinso now. And my hands
done to improve the appearance of are grateful, too. With Rinso they
never get a bit red.
the school room and grounds

How Rinso saves
my clothes

E

Ask your grocer today for
CHLCK YOW

/

MAKE SURE TO KEEP
A SUPPLY OF

roSSiu>'*

VAN1

IIIHillllilllllillili

Rinso
The granulated soap that toalti
clothea whiter — no scrubbing

See the Dodge Steel Body on Display in our Showroom

DYER’S

GARAGE, INC.

TELEPHONE 124

54 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

ROTHE-R5
MOTOR CARS
meeting of Odd Fellows.
T. E. Libby of Boston was in town
the past week.
Allyn and Lottie Sawyer of Rock
land were guests Saturday of tlielr
paients, Mr. and Mrs. Miles Sawyer.
Tlie Senior Class and pupils of VInalhaven High School marshaled hy
Miss Gertrude Vinal. class '27, at
tended Union Church Sunday, ac
companied by Principal S. B.. Hop
kins and Mildred Vinal and Gwendo
lyn Green.
An able and inspiring
baccalaureate sermon was delivered
by Rev. A. G. Henderson, the pastor.
Oscar C. Lane was soloist and spe
cial numbers were rendered by the
High School Orchestra under direc
tion of Albra Vinal Smith.
There
were several selections by a trto,
Margaret
Henderson,
soprano,
Blanche Hamilton, contralto, O. C.
Lane, bass.
A children's concert
was given In the evening.
Archie Begg has returned from
Stonington.
Louise Hardison, Glennls Coombs
and Charlotte Bickford have re
turned from Gorham Normal School
for the summer vacation.
Rev. and Mrs. A. G. Henderson.
Mrs. Forrest Davis, Jack Boss, Ar
thur Thomas, Neil Calderwood, and
Charles Libby returned Saturday
from Rorkland where they attended
the Baptist State Convention.
Mrs. Harriet Jones returned from
Bock land Saturday,
Miss Charlotte Osgood who lins
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. II.
W. Fifleld
returned Thursday to
Orono,
II. W. Fifleld entertained the fol
lowing party at bridge Friday even
ing at "Craventhirst:” Mr. and Mrs.
L. W. Sanborn. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Clilllcs, Mr. and Mrs. Frank White.
Mrs. A. U. Patterson. Mrs. Llewellyn
Vinal and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Fi
fleld.
Celeste Tolman has returned to
Matlnleus having been the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Gharles Shields.
George Kay Is convalescing at
Knox Hospital where he recently un
derwent an operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Maddocks and
daughter Patricia' and Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Carver and daughter Marilyn
spent Sunday at Idlewild, Shore
Acres.

WHY SOME BANKS
CHARGE FOR
CHECKING
ACCOUNT
Some banks have found it
necessary to make a charge for
carrying small Checking Ac
counts.
This is because the
balance
maintained
affords
little or no profit. It is to your
interest as well as to the bank's
to maintain a good working
balance. Your Checking Ac
count is invited.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

The Rockland
Nat i onal Bank
At "the Sign of
’North National Bank

North ,
National
Bank 1
W7

How to render an increasingly efficiint servico to thia community ia the aim
of the Directors and Officers of the
North National Bank. Your patronage
will aid them to accomplish this and
will also cause your own business to
become more efficient.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

NORTH HAVEN
A number of North Haven people
attended the Baptist Convention In
Roc kland the past week.
The Grange gave an entertainment
and dance last Friday evening. A
general good time was enjoyed.
Foster Snow has taken over the
flsli market. Something the com
munity certainly needs.
Mrs. Robert Gaston Is spending a
few weeks al Iron Point.
Mr. Farrar, the surveyor. Is In
to« n.
Schooner William Jewell, Capt.
Mitchell is unloading a cargo of
lumber for North Haven Fuel Co.
Addle Carver has arrived from
Florida where she spent the winter,
visiting relatives and friends en
route home.
Mrs. N. P. Hallowell and three
daughters were ill town last week, in
specting their new cottage.
Everett Beverage commuted sui
cide by hanging June 12. He had
been in |x>or health for some time,
which with despondency is thought
to he the reason of his act. He
lived alone and had not been work
ing for some lime.

TRUE aim

Limited United States Depository
Member of Federal Reserve Bank
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

“Mark Every Grave”
We are one of the oldest established firms, in Cemetery
Memorials, in Knox County, and carry a complete line of
Granite and Marble Memorials to choose from.
All work done with the latest improved machinery, and will
be pleased to quote prices on work delivered in this or tho ad
joining Counties. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
T-tf

EAST UNION, MAINE

THOMASTON

“Good Equipment
Makes a Good
Farmer Better”

A.rs James li.dl Inn returned tn her home
in Elmore aftir a week’s visit with her
daughter, Mrs. Alien Blwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Ludwig of Richmond
spent Sunday with relatives in this plac
Mr. -and .Mrs Clifford Berry and daugliters
wen recent callers
Harold Achorn’s.
W. J. Weeks formerly of this place, now
of Medfield, Mass., is visiting at A U
Brown’s.
Mr. and Mis Milton Ludwig of AllsPei.
Mass, recently spent a few days with his
father. Ormand Ludwig
*
Mr and .Mrs Clinton Kaler of Koid.land
were weekend gues s of Mr. and Mrs Harry
(’; earner.
Kuwin Wa’ter. Mr
and Mrs. Sidney
Walter and daughter Ruth and Mrs. \ ira
Ludwig of Gardiner were here Saturday call
ing on relatives.
Mr. and Mrs Harry (’reamer in company
with Mr and Mrs Clinton Kaler were in
Warren and Washington Sunday
M last Sunday's service Mr. Bender spoke
on the subjee} of ' Communion,” after which
communion was observed
Mra. Porter and
Mr. Peaslee very ph t ingiv sang “Savid by
tlrace ” At the scr\ i< e lie in w member was
rece4ved Into the church.

THE OUTDOOR CODE
Help save trees and wild flowers.
Protect the bird.- and game.
Keep the highway • beautiful.
Pick tip the pienh rubbish.
Put out your fire; then buiy it.

Pontiac

And Oakland Will
Have Great Factories.

Soon

Manager Wanted

j

A huge expansion, practically
doublng the size of the Oakland fac
tories and increasing production of
MASSEY-HARRIS
Oakland and Pontiac Six automoj biles from 7to 1600 cars per day.
MOWERS
was announced by A. R. Glancy.
Are the last word in that good ! president of th? Oakland Motor Car
Company, following a meeting of the
equipment-—
General Motors executive committee
BECAUSE—
i at Pontiac. June 9. This increases
All bearings arc held in posi , the total investment in the Oakland
‘ Motor Car Co., including inventories
tive alignment—
i from $25,000,000 to $50,000,000. The
Power is evenly applied—
. main feature of the expansion calls
They have
strong perfectly
for the immediate erection of a com• picte new modern $5,000,000 automo
meshed gears—
bile factory which will be devoted
The cutting apparatus is per
exclusively to Pontiac Six production.
fectly balanced—
.it is to have a capacity of 1000 cars
The cutter bar is free from , pel day. Tlie present Oakland fa* toiy which embraces two complete
strain—
’automobile factories under one roof.
The knife works without clog , now used for both Oakland and PonI tlac Six production is to be devoted
ging—
’exclusively to Oakland Six produ I tion. it is to have a capacity of 6«'o
The Swathboard vibrates—
cars per day.
It has ample speed to cut
Since last August, the Oakland
clean—
dealer organization has enjoyed a
record of expansion outstanding in
You can hitch your tractor to
die industry. More than 1500 new
it—
dealers have contracted to sell Oak1 nd and Pontiac cars within the
AND—
’ , s: 10 months. Since Jan. 1 this
It is strictly a one-man propo
year new dealer agrements h;\w» been
sition.
written at the rate of» nearly 200 per
month.
Our repair stock is complete
Each succeeding month since its
iniioduction. the Pontiac Six has es
Our service prompt
tablished a new world’s record for
Write for Special Catalog
the prQduction and sales of a new
car. Ever since the announcement,
ihe demand has out-run production
facilities almost two to one. At Nie
present rate by midsummer the pro
68 years a seed store
duction and sales of the Pontiac Six
PORTLAND,
MAINE
will exceed best previous records made
by any other new make of car during
Its lull year. At the same time the
demand for the new Oakland Six an
GOING INTO CAMP
nounced last August has consistently
out-rqn the production ability of the
Sojer Lads Leave For Fort Williams
Oakland factories.
Just what pro
July 3.—The Program Outlined.
gress the Oakland factory has made
The 240ih Field* Artillery. Col. in comparison with other manufac
tures is indicated hy its advance
Gc-orge L. Fogg commanding, will go
from 13th place in the industry a
into camp at Fort Williams July 3
year ago to 7th place in the industry
and stay 15 days. An intensive pro
gram of training has been outlined, today.
The new Pontiac Six factory will
which, with entertainment of govern
ment officials and of various civic be built directly across from the
bodies of Portland, will make the en present Pontiac plant of the Fisher
Body Corporation which supplies
campment one of1 work and pleasure.
July 5 the regiment will take part bodies for both Oakland and Pontiac
in th.e military parade of the Inde Sixes. The Oakland expansion will
pendence Day celebration. On Tues cab for a concurrent expansion of
day and Wednesday of that week tne present Fisher Body plant at
will be visits from the American Pontiac, and also other plants sup
Legion and Boy Scouts. Thursday plying Oakland with axle$, steering
will be non-commissioned officers’ gears, transmission, etc. The plant
day: Friday. Adjutant General Han- will have a total of 1.140.000 square
sor. will visit the fort on a tour of feet of manufacturing floor space.
When completed. the combined
Inspection. Sunday the camp will be
thrown open to relatives and friends manufacturing floor space of Oak
land factorieswill be equivalent of a
cf the sohQiers.
The second week of the camp Sen single story building 600 feet wide |
and one full mile long, not including
ator Hale and Gov. Brewster will be
guests of the regiment, and
the the mammoth Fisher Body Plant.—
Portland Kiwanis Club will be en- adv.
tei mined on Saturday. July 15, the
regiment will decamp.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM

T^OR 25 year, the STROUT AGENCY ha.
A been successfully selling country real estate
from Maine to California.
In one year, over 200 of our men earned above
$2000 each, 50 more than $5000 apieoe, and sev
eral exceeded $15,000.

If you have been successful in other ventures
and enjoy the confidence of your community,
this connection should pay you well because
farming is again profitable, and the demand for
farms, country homes and business chances is
greatly increasing.

E. A. STROUT AGENCY
Care Rcckiand Courier-Gazette
Largest Real Estate Organization
in the World

Masury’s Railroad White

Fresh Mackerel, lb. . . 8c

and Colors

Live Lobsters, lb. . ... 35c
Boiled Lobsters, lb. .. 40c

KNOW A PLACE 1 F‘s
MY LUCK IS BAOVthERETHE FINEST

Pistols, each.........

. 25c

Fresh Haddock, whole,
per lb............................. 5c
Fresh Haddock, dressed, lb................................................. 8c
Fresh Haddock, sliced to fry,
lb................................ 10c

Ccrned Hake, very nice, lb...................................
Slack Salted Cod, lb................................................... ... 10c

1 lb. Cream Tartar and 1 lb. Soda.................... ... 38c
(It is all Three Crow)
Don’t forget—Three Large Loaves Bread . . . ... 25c

Extra Cood House Brooms................................ ... 35c

Galvanized Iren Wash Tubs, large size................... 90c
Medium Size .............................................................. 80c
12 quart Water Pail, only............................................25c

WANTED Boats of all description, pleas
ure and commercial, straight power and
auxiliary
Send us particulars. KXOX MA
RINE EXCHANGE. Camden. Me
51-tf
WANTED—Waitress at GRAY GULL CAFE.
Limerock street, at once.
47-tf
WANTED—Position as all round cook
Best of references furnished
HORACE
ERRY, Orange St. Tel. 726.W
tf*

For seventy-five years Masury’s Railroad White
and Colors have been used all over the United
States with absolute satisfaction.
1 hey have
stood the test of time, and on their merits we can
recommend them as being Superior Paints in
Every Respect.
A paint in lead form. Put up in 25 lb. pails, the
equivalent of one gallon.
/

Th is paint is to be mixed with one gallon or more
of oil.
THE COST
1—25 lb.-1—I gallon..................
1—gallon Linseed Oil.............

.$4.25
. 1.40

This makes two gallons paint .
Or one gallon..........................

$5.65
.$2.82

305 Main Street

Tel. 745-W

ROCKLAND, ME

June Clearance Sale
ARROW SHIRTS, EVERWEAR HOSIERY, COOPER’S UNDER

WEAR-ALL REDUCED
Straw Hats, $3.00 value.......... $2.35

Athletic Union Suits...................... 69

Plain and fancy bands 2.50 va. $1.95

Children’s Unionalls.........................89

Plain and fancy bands 1.95 val.
Heavy Blue Overalls, now . . .
Triple Stitched Work Shirts . .
Swan-Russell Silk Lined Caps
Genuine B. V. D. or Sealpax
Union Suits ...........................
Khaki Pants ................................

Goodyear Welt Oxfords .... 3.69
Children's Wash Suits.................... 89
Cooper’s Knit Union Suits... 1.29
Union Suits, short sleeves . . . .89
Men’s Goodyear Welt Moccas
ins ......................
2.95
Men’s Caps, reduced to.................... 98

1.50
1.39
.89
1.29
1.15
1.00

Guarantee Clothing 6 Shoe Co.
360 Main Street

ROCKLAND

Money Refunded if Not Satisfied

All our Meats are cut from Heavy Western Steers,
and sold at Very Reasonable Prices. All we ask is
your inspection.

^<1

V. F. STUDLEY,
INC.
Announce

J® MARKET
V y^uAU’ntoJSttpqw’ERiES

Tel. 105. Res. Tel. 946-M.

An Extra Special
Value Giving Event
in

TABORETS

WHITE OAK

Miscellaneous
bLUlNNING JUNE 28 1 shall be prepared
tutor a number of High and Grammar
School subjects during the summer vacation.
ELMER R. VFKRILL. Principal Ro-kland
M«'’h School. 215 Talbot Ave
71-tf
utl VUUK lacquer job done at STEVENS'
GARAtiE, 57 Pacific St., Rockland.
Tel.
563 It.
68*74
PLASTERING. BRICK LAYING. CELLAR
waP.3 built and repaired, cement blocks, ce
ment- floors and posts, painting and paper
Hanging of all kinds. By day or job FRANK
E amt A W. GRAY. 3 Adams Si . R . kland
Te!. 3*9-J.
68-if
BUILD GRAVEL WALKS AND LAWNS
and renew lawns; also sell cow dressing
and loam
TEL. 148.
66*73
CLAIRVOYANT at 22 BAY VIEW S(|
At home until further notice.
63*86
EDWIN H. MAXCY Pictures, frames sud
mouicilngs, picture framing and cabinet work
of all kinds AT THE BROOK. ROCKLYND.
Opp New York Bakery. | Tei. 501-K or
1072-M.
61*75
HARVEY’S PUBLIC AUTO SERVICE, day
or night, witli boat and train calls a spe
cialty
TEL 355-J
58-tf
BATHING SUITS All worsted direct from
mill at wholesale prices, $4.50 each. Ladies'
in powder blue, fawn. red. jade, green and
navy
Sizes 36 to 41
.Men’s and Boys’ in
navy and black, also two piece suits, namely
white siiirts and navy trunks including wiiite
l»elt
SiJies 28 to 44. Fast colors and guar
anteed pure worsted
State size and color
when ordering. Also Men's beaver sport
jackets for $1 75 each. Wc also specialize ill
blankets and in hand knitting and rug yarns
Write for samples CONCORD WORSTED
MI LUS. West Concord, X H
63-77
THE SKOWHEGAN INDEPENDENT RE
PORTER is for sale at J. F CARVER’S.
Rockland.
132*tf

FOR SALE-Walnut buffet and china
ostt
Inquire at 27 WARREN ST. Tel.
950 W.
69-71
TOR SALE—Studebaker coupe. 2 passenger,
in extra fine condition. R W. SAl’NDERS,
4o Elm St.. Camden. Me Tel. 183-4 69*71
FOR SALE—23 foot speed boat, all fitted
up li W. SAl’N'DERS, 40 EIiu-St., Camden,
Tel. 18K-4.
69*71
FOP SALE The Esther Roberts estate,
situ; teg on Pleasant Street.
ROBERT S
ARE1. Administrator. Vmalbaren
68 80
FOP SALE—M.v Imine at 24 Pleasant St.
MRS LIZZIE HAHN, 74 Camden St
68 tf
FOR SALE OR TO RENT—Summer home,
’o:*a:cd on State road between Tenant's Har
bor and Port Clyde, beautiful ocean view, R
rukUiLs, large barn.
Water piped to house.
B-iiid.ngs in excellent condition 3 acres.
Wonderful place for children.
Will rent
furnished
H. E. MASON, 15 Prospect St ,
No Leominster, Mass
6K.73
FOR SALE 2 farms. For turther infor
mation write G. CLEVELAND WALTER. Wal
doboro. Me . R F. D. 2.
FOR SALE OR TO LET For season Fur
nished house at Holiday Beach, including
threv sleeping rooms, also piano. MRS. M.
L HERRICK Tel. 386-31
68*73
FOR SALE (^ffn.tn Police puppies four
wt ck o’.d
Males $35; females $25. MRS.
HAROLD N'A^H, Camden, Maine.
67-72

BARKER’S POEMS—A copy in excellent
condition for sale.
Also a copy of “Begin
nings of Colonial Maine."
R T PATTEN.
Skowhegan
41*tf
PALMER MARINE ENGINES.
Send for
catalogue showing the new ZR line
IF
h. p $475, 30 ii p $700 4«i h. p $>56
Ollier sizes 2 to 80 li p
PAL'.IER BROS.
39 Portland Pier, Portland. Maine
26-tr
PAINTING—DECORATING — Whitening
ceilings.
Outside painting a specialty : alee
r
for Bale. A. B. 3IOBTOX,
James St Tel 941-W
65-tf
PAINTING. PAPER HANGING, WHITEN
ING CEILINGS. Clean and Polishing Haro
wood Floors
Outside work a specialty
SIMEON M DUNCAN, 602 Main street. Raa
kin Block, Rockland, Me
8*tl
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St.
Mai:
orchis soHcited. HELEN C. RHODES 65-tf
HOW TO BUY A USED CAR HIGHT—
Get this valuable booklet free
It telb
why It costs no more to get a.good uied ea.
than a poor one—if you know how
I
tells how to locate the real bargains.
V
saves you many dollars, hut costs you notnina
Send us your address, and your copy of thh
money-saving booklet will be mailed to yopromptly.
ATLANTIC HIGHWAY SERVICE
Old Circus Grounds, Rockland.
65-tf
MASON WORK—Cellar walls built and re
paired: also cement blocks for sale
G B
SKINNER. 14 Hall St , Rockland. Me 65-tf
BUILDINGS BUILV. nitereu or repaired
Painting and paper hanging, ceilings whltene;
Tel. 538-3.
L. C. FIELDS, 19 McLOUD ST
65 tf
FISMtKMtN

Meat, Fish and Groceries
470 Main St. Rockland

Nice cabbage and cauliflower
p ants
( heap For cash at second house
wes' of Miller’s Garage. GSORGK BREW
STER. 43 Rankin St
71 It
FOE SALE Smail size boys bicycle, just
ban led. enameled and new tire
Brice
<15 0"
PARK ST BARBER SHOP, opposite
Park Theatre.
71*73
FOR SALE—Complete course in Spanish
iiieiiid’ng idionograpli, 30 records and leather
l » line. Instruction book, never use.l. Will f.c
. o<| cb, ;tp. Apply -JOHN O STEVENS. BurptfH Furniture Co.. Rockland.
71-73
FOR SALE Ford delivery, good riinnin't
cm (i’tlon
Price reasonable. Call GILLEY
A DCNCAX, Tel. 266.________________ 71-73
LOST Bunch of keys, lietweeu corner
Camden and Cedar Sts and -Maverick Sq.
Leave at ( (H'RIKR-GAZETTE OFFICE. ReWard
7n 7 2
FOh SALE lo white dressers, $'. to $1'.
cadi. 1 oak fiat top office desk. $11.00; 1
; • covered serving table, $15.00; 12 bed
sid«* stands and tallies, $1 to $3.no each ; sevi al yards of rubber i. atting
MRS. .1. a
FROST, 15 Summer St., Rockland
7o tf
FOR SALE Cabbage p ants, 2 horse, tip
cart, spring tooth barrow ar.d 2 horse mowing
machine. A. H ROBINSON. 12 Wadsworth
St . Thomaston.
70*72
FOR SALE Comfortably furnished cottage
it ( ii.pcr’s Beach, Maine
Everything but
silver and linen. 3 seeping rooms, living
room, dining room and kitchen.
Water
piped into house from well, also use of min
er il spring. L<»t 50x100. Additional build
ing i n property can be used for servants
quarters or storage Broad piazzas on wist
a»nf north side The best view of mountain,
oeiii". and bay on the range. Purchaser can
take possession at once. Information and
term: can be had of R. V. Collins or V F.
St'utlcy Co . or by communicating witli me.
FRED W WIGHT. Room 3-62 Treasury Build
ing Washington, I* C.
70 73
FOR SALE F.iiius, Like and BlMre i-i-qertv. also good trades in city. Buy your
house by paying dawn small amount, bal
ance as nut. List your property now for
quick sale
L A THURSTON’. 468 Old
Courts Road, Rockland. Tel. 1181-W.
69-tf
FOR SALE AH kinds hard and soft wood
and kindling. Immediate or future delivery.
B-st quality and at right priec
RALPH P.
( ONAN’T & SOX, South Hope, Me.
Tel
Rot kland 67-11.
69-tf

ANU

BUMl-0WNt68

m»d

for prices on the FORD MOTOR with BAR
FORD attachment for ail Boats
Compart
tlie FORD MOTOR and parts prlcea to the
motor you are new using
KNOX ( OUNTY
MOTOR SALES COMPANY. Authorized Ford
Dealers, Rockland, Maine
65-tf

We deliver reasonable orders in the city limits—
Give Us a Call
Quality and Sanitary

MRS. FRANI> N^YUALL.

Bunker St
70-72
WANTED Roomer. Nice sunny ro.cn t.>
rent
Nice location
MRS. FRANK NEW
HAIL. 7 Bunker St.
70-72
WANTED—('ook. or competent general
housework girl. Inquire at 69 MAIN ST .
THOMASTON'. or Tel. 154-3.
70*72
WANTED ( arpenter wonk by < onirat t or
dav; also paper hanging. Work gnaran:t\d.
ELMER AMES, Ingraham Hill. City. Tel
1184-R
70*72
WANTt-D—S35-$>0 A WEEK A mbit ions
man or woman wanted at once to distribute
we.I known tood products, etc. to steady
users in your locality? Larger earnings as
o-r sen ice improves
Write for exclusive
nite P. <> BOX A-367, Newark. N. .1. 70 It
WANTED Clerk at NiARRAGANSETT HO
70-tf
TEL.
WANTED—Barber to come ready for work.
Afternoon and two evenings off.
Can make
$35 to $10 week
FRED E. POND. P O.
Bax 666. Windsor. Vt
Phone 217.
68*71
WANTED -Summer boarders Men or chil
dren. on farm, near lake, witli good fishing
BOX 172, WALDOBORO, ME
•
66*71
girl.
WANTED-Kit-inn
and
table
66- tf
THORNDIKE HOTEL

They wilktake more oil, spread further and there
fore cover more surface, pound for pound, and
last longer than any White Lead.

JOHN A. KARL & CO.

FISH ARE TO BE HAD

WANTED Sab sawn P> handle fas’est sell
ing honsclio’d articles on the market
Ap
ply after 5.:’»h p. m
GALEN MEARS. 28
W.'in;, Si . up Btsln.
_______ 71-73
WANTED Laundry work, plain sewing

WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
kittens. Highest prices paid
Tel. 332-14.
JOHN S RANLETT. Rockville. Me.
1 tf
WANTED Trucking and nun ing Long or
short trips. Will go any where. Rock and
loam for driveways and lawns
SNOWMAN
72 R.
52-tf

King Salmon, lb. . . . 35c
Native Halibut, lb. . . 30c

Wanted
WANTED Typewriting or ortlce work by
iv or during vacation!
Call 641 I or
rite to ELSIE M. MERRILU 18 Xorth Main
City.
71-73
WANTED He’ianle man to wash and
git.••!»(• cars. Good pay and steady work to
igh' man.
FIREPROOF GARAtiE
TiT.
71-73

Real Economy. As a perfect protection for
and metal in resisting the destructive influ
of salt air, smoke, fumes, heat, cold and
these goods have never been surpassed.

Offer
wood
ences
wind,

Law
431 MAIN ST..

column not to ex
twice for 23 cents,
Additional lines 5
10 edits fer three
words make a line

LOST—Boat, taken Irani Its moorings Dec.
13., 1924
Reward of $1000 will be given for
any information that will indicate wlio the
guilty parties are.
J A TEEL, Matlnlcus
44*55 tf

Willing to go out.

We are seeking a few able men to send us de
scriptions of property for sale, and to show same
to our customers, in sections where we now have
no representatives. Write today for booklet, just
out, "MaHtig Monty the Strout Hay.”

Attorney and Counsellor at
Telephones—Office 468: House 693-F

Advertisements in tills
ceed tluee . lines Inserted
3 times lor 50 cents.
•etits eadhjfor one time,
times
Six

Lost and Found
AT ROCKLAND

Kendall & Whitney

THE STORE WHERE YOU SAVE MONEY

ORFF’S CORNER

i n Everybody’s Column __
FOR SALE

TO HAVE NEW PLANT

TWENTY-SEVEN

Thomaston nigh School second Will Receive Diplomas At
baseball team played at Tenant's
Thomaston’s Graduation
Harbor Saturday morning. Score— I
Thomaston 3, Tenant's Harbor 2./
•
Tomorrow Night.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Sullivan of
Boston, son Leo, and daughter, Mrs. ,
Crowley, returned home Friday. I ,Thp commencement exercises of
afier spending two days with Miss
* homnston Hiu.i School will be held
Ellen Sullivan, Dunn street.
iln Wa.ts ha’.l tomorrow night, with
Carl (h ay. Mrs. Russell Gray and j
I'11 ''arn'
children, nephew Carl 3rd and nie< e
'Ji!:
' T1,t Monitor” ............ Orchestra
Gladys,
arrived
Saturday
from'1,a'u ............................... Rev Mr' K5'!,urn
Chants of Girls- “Daybreak" ............. Wilson
Gn.Mia. The Grays are in the East Saiutalorx
Youth' .... Kenneth Marshall
for the summer.
<
Will ..................... .
. Nanina Comstock
l)o:n*y
Quartet
Tlie Mlniic:" .... Mozart
The children’s day concert of the
Misses Coombs, Simmons. .Xewbert. Moran
Baptist Church will be held Sunday
Messrs. Smalley. Condon, Lindsey. Elliot
evening, .rune 27. Will the par- I HI
............................................ Albert Elliot
ents of the children kindly help the ! Fir Oration- -Child Life in Old New
1ft
and
' ............ ................. Evelyn Mossnran
committee bv sending their children '
On -'. > ral Numbers ( .b\ Aaron Clark
to the rehearsals this week.
• ai
Tlie M . den of Siam ”
Mrs. Earl Brown and Miss Betty '
lb) “Meet .Vie T<-night in the Garden."
Brown of Marshall, Missouri, are ' Prophet \ .. Maurice l/tnlsey. William Viral
Tt .. “The Legend of Vaisovie," .w.. Ashton
guests of Mrs. John Brown.
Missts Lindse\ Wliitchill. Mogsmat.
Harry Stewart is at home from Sec* ml Oration "Whai Maine Otters th<
Boston.
Fanner" ............................ .
Lewis Small* \
Fred Rowe, president of the Valley Class Gifts .................................. Margaret Felt
(Tutus
Song of the Volga Boattmti"
City Milling Co. of Michigan, was the 1
..........................Russian Folk-song
weekend guest of B. F. Frye.
VaUdictor.v- “Examples ot True Ameri . :iism" ....
Eleant r Moran
Mrs. Edwin Anderson begins today
l’r. •, ntatinn of Diplomas .... . C M St.,rret:
a week’s visit in Freeport.
Clax- Ode
John T. Creighton who is on from Benediction ............................ F ev Mr. A’wood
Haiti for a vacation is on a visit to March—"Hipiunlronie” ......... ........ Orchestra
Bangor.
Following is the class roll: Arthur |
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard. Shaw of Edward Brassier, Ann n Augustin I
Lewiston were weekend visitors of Ci.uk. Albert George Collamore. Na- J
Mrs. H. B. Shaw.
•tin t Evelyn Comstock, Erving Law-|
Get your ticket early for “The rer.ee
Condon.
Evelyn
Audrey
First Year,” and so be sure of a ICoombs, Dorothy Evelyn Creamer.
got d entertainment for the evening John Henry de Winter, Albert Bur
of June 22 in Watts hall.
Inci bank Elliot, Margaret Eleanor Felt.
dentally the help you will thus give* Ckua Mae Lindsey, Maurice Emery
lo the public library is needed and Lindsey. Kenneth Waterman Mar
deserved.
shall. Eleanor Delight Moran. Evelyn
Robert Creighton who has been at L* t nice Mnssman. Elizabeth Martin
home on a vacation, returned to Xewbert, Tauno Xuniminen, Carlton
Springfield Sunday.
Austin Simmons, Margaret Lucy
Mrs. Katherine Simmons who spent Simmons. Lewis Hathorn Smalley.
the winter in Chicago, is at home.
Dana Franklin Stone. William Ira
Herbert Lewis of Beechwoods \ inal.
William
Henry
Watson,
street who runs a lobster smack from Phyllis
Jane
Whitehill,
Percy
Rockland to Isle au Haut had a nar Chester Williams. Paul Raymond
row escape from being drowned a Wotton, Sherman F n.i: Wotton.
few days ago by being knocked over
The class motto is “Palma Non
board. Jle was saved by his helper, Sine Pulvere’’ and the class colors
a boy of 16 years, who brought him aie silver giay and bottle green.
into Rockland and then by auto
to his home here. He suffered some
PROTECT RARE PLANTS
what from his long immersion in the
water but is ready now to attend to
Many kinds are disappearing ft om
business.
The baccalaureate sermon at the our fields and woods.
Pick these sparingly, especially if
Congregational Church Sunday eve
ning drew out a large audience. An near a large town or tourist point.
Buying rare wild flowers from
attractive array of bright colored
atlips were the decorations. The street vendors, or markets en
High School orchestra, Herbert courages their destruction.
T he roots should not be disturbed
Khkpatrick. leader, performed well.
A mixed quartet, with Miss Hall pre and plenty of flowers left to go to
siding at the organ interested the au seed if you wish to enjoy them an
dience with their singing. Naturally other year.
Cut woody flowering branches
the chief interest centered in the
sermon which was preached by the close to the base. Breaking or tear
pastor of the church. Rev. J. W. ing them off leaves wounds that, do
Strout. He named his topic, “The not heal and fungous diseases may
Parable of the Diamond.’’ The enter.
Put cut and bury lighted matches,
classes entered and retired in the
following order: Marshal, Albert cigars, or cigarette stubs in the
El.iot; graduates, marshal, John woods or fields, as fires destroy
Creighton: Juniors, marshal, Oliver humus in the soil necessary for
Collamore:
Sophomores, marshal. the growth )f desirable plants and
often causes them to lie replaced by
Philip Xewbert. . ’
Ethel Crie is at her home for the troubl, some weeds^—The Wild Flow
summer season. Miss Crie came er Preservation Society, Inc., Na
Thursday from North Anson where tional Headquarters, 3740 Oliver
she has been teat king Latin and street, N. \V„ Washington, D. C.
French and coaching athletics for
giiis at Anson Academy the past
year.
Mrs. L. A. Fales of Attleboro,
Mass, and Miss Lois Hallowell of
Plymouth are in town, called by the
de..th of Mrs. Alice Gonia Hallowell.
An item in tlm Press Herald unde
a Damaiiscotta dale line of June 13
leads:
“Samuel L. Genthner of Thomaston
w.as before Lincoln Municipal Court
Saturday on complaint of F. Irving
Carney of Newcastle, on the charge
of causing an accident to barney's i
car on Muy 20 and leaving with- 1
out making himself known. Mr.
Genthner claimed that he followed
Mi. Carney all the way from
Thomaston to .Harrington’s Corner
at Xoblehoro, 20 miles, from 10.45
a. in. to 1 p. ni and couldn't get a
chance to pass. Mr. Carney said he
was returning from Union and hadn’t
been within six miles of Thomaston |
and that he traveled at the rate of 25
miles an hour all the way. Genthner
was fined $50 and costs, and ap
pealed."
Mr. Genthner informs The Cou
rier-Gazette that this is a grossly 1
misleading statement of the case. I
Afier his long attempt to pass the
oluer car. he says, he finally suc
ceeded, but with a slight collision of
wheels. He did not leave "without
making himself known," but on the |
contrary stopped and conferred with
the driver of th? other car. asked if
there was any damage and offered to
pay. Mr. Carney replied that there
was no damage and there was no til
ing to pay. "I ini no road hog.’’ says I
Mr. Genthner.
A pretty wedding was held at the
residence of Mr. and Mrs. \Y. K.
Bunker at the West End Friday
morning at 6.30, when Ada M. Davis
war united in marriage to Howard J.
Beattie in the presence of a few in
timate friends, the single ring serv
ice beyig impressively read ,by Rev,
X. F. Atwood of the Methodist Epis
copal Church. The bride was attrac
tively dressed in gray with traveling
coat to match. Mrs. Beattie was a
graduate of the T. II. S. class of PJ25,
end Mr. Beattie of 1923. This popu
lar young couple have a host of
friends who extend best wishes.
They left on the morning train for
Washington and will be at home to
then friends after July 1 at 30 Green
stnet, Thomaston.

Every Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 15, 1926.
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Used Cars
FOH SALE 1923 Moon louring car, driven
leas than 7(M»(l miles. Can he seen hy apply
ing to ELMER E. ALLEN, Tenant’s Harbor.
Maine.
“
’
76-tf
FOh SALE Ford coupe. 1923. newly over
hauled. All good tires, one new. price rea
sonable.
MISS
ETHEL
WHITTEMORE.
Ncrtb Haven
71*lt
FOR SALE—Doit, .5 pass touring. 1922,
in excellent running order. Price very rca
sonable if sold at once.
MRS
FRANK
CAMPBELL, Ingraham Hill. T >1781 I
71-73
A FEW GOOD TRADES IN OUR USED
Car Department; See Mr Ilanseom or Mr.
MacDonald at Warehouse, .No 3, rear sales
room JONES MOTOR COMPANY. 499 Main
Ht . Rockland. Tel. 1000.
*tf
l92-« DODGE COUPE. 1921 Chevrolet Sedan
1925 Ford Coupe. 1924 Dort Sport Tuuring
.ind a few other good trades at reasonable
prices.
JONES MOTOR COMAN V. 499
Main St., phone 1000, Rockland. Maine.

68*tf

NEW RIVER SMOKELESS

49c

COAL

89c
. 99c

ROCKLAND COAL COMPANY
Telephone 72
71-74

$1.29
V. F. STUDLEY,
INC.

FOR SALE ORIENTAL KESTALRA.NT at
Rockland. Me.
67*72
FOR SALE All kiniLs of woud and lumber.
Delivered anywhere T J. CAKRULL. Tel.
263 21. Thomaston R. F I)
67-tf
FOR SALE New milch Jersey cow witli
ca l • two-horse team wagon with skein
a\t s.
crank jigger axel goes with same.
Two lie-;.* disk harrow, most new. FRED A.
STARRETT. Warren, Me.
68*75
FOR SALE—Ladles’ Guaranteed pure silk
pla.ted hose in all shades
Enclose $1.0<*,
state size and color desired. Money back if
not satisfied. This is a big value. Don’t
mis; it
RAWLEY’S HOSIERY SHOP. Cor.
Mahi and Lindsey streets, Rockland, Me.
61*tf
FOR SALE—1 18 in. surface planer and
matcher; 1 oak body for 1 ton truck: 1 2liorse dump cart body
Will be sold at a
bargain. Inquire of HERBERT R BARTER,
227 Main St., Rockland. Tel. 25.
59-tf

FOR SALE- Hercules work shoes, mocca
sin toe; n.lik'd and sewed, $5.0(1 value for
$3 48 McLAIN SHOE STORE at the Brook.
_______________________________________ 57-tf
FOR SALE—All kinds of real estate—fine
buys in Thomaston and Warren—shore and
farm properties. For particulars call DR.
AI.IANIi PEABODY
Tel 36-11 Thomas
ton
55-tf
FOR SALE—One 500 account McCaskey
Register and safe combined. PEOPLES
LAUNDRY. Rockland
44-tf
FOR SALE Kermatli, Clay and Lathrop
marine engines
Second hand marine en
gines. Boats of all descriwion, both pleas
ure and commercial, also speed models.
Write for particulars. KNOX MARINE EX
CHANGE. Camden, Me.
51-tf
FOR .SALE—House at Atlantic, Swan's
Island, 6 rooms, oak finish, well built ; sight
ly location, close by shore. Garage and out
buildings, water in house. Acre and half of
land. Fine place for summer home
At a
bargain. Address DR. 1. B GAGE, Atlantic,
Me
'
5?*tf

Summer Cottages and Board
If you have a cottage to let or desire sum
mer hoarders advertise the fact in tills pa
per where thousands will read of it.
TO LET Cottage at Owl’s Head hv the
sc,!.«,n. DR RUTH McBEATH
69-71
TO LET Furnished cottage, boat and
g:;'Cg< at Lake Megunticook, Camden, in
June, by day or week. L A. THURSTON,
468 Old County Rd, Rockland. Tel. 1181-W
69-tf
TO LET—Two furnished cottages at Pleas
ant Bench hy week, month or season Apply
MRS. H H STOVER. 429 Forest Ave. Port
land, Me., or Tel. Portland Forest 10047.

60-it
TO LET - Four large room cottage close
h.v shore of Tenants Harbor, spring water,
boat, garage available. IRA 0 HART. El
more Maine.
65-tf

FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
and estates; up-to-date property. In U»e
garden spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
us what you waut. ORKLN J. DICKEY, Belfast. Maine.
22-tf

To Let
TO LET—3 room apartment, witli ki
etie. some furnishings. 1 or 2 adults
on I floor
439 MAIN ST.

C

TO LET Two houses. Inquire ER.NI
DAVIS, at Fuller-Cohh-Davis
7]

TC LET Tenement of 4 rooms. Mostly
fui nished
Very reifcftmable.
Iiuiiiire or
TBL 1199-W
70*72
TO LET Desirable five room tenement.
20 SOUTH MAIN ST Tel 410 It.
70 72
10 LtT Fund,bed rooms tor lodgers,
with private bathroom CALL 312-M 70*72.
TO LET Burpee cottage, 27 State St , all
cooi (iib.il ecs
Low rent.
Apply W. J*.
BI It! EE. 43 Park St
70-72
TO LET—Three rooms, kitchen*
bat.i on Main St. Apply CUTLHR-C
Tl 288.
TO LET—Garage. 35x75 foot floor
two floors. Apply C. M BLAK1
PAPER STORE. Rockfand

TOR RENT—Johnson’s electric f
isher. $2 00 per day; 50c per bout
A. KARL & CO
TO LET—Apartment, new, witli a
conveniences. Apply at PEOPLE’S
DRV. 17 Limerock St

Seed Sown Here
Falls In Fertile

Soil, Insuring a
Bountiful Harvest

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law •

o

Knox County Court Houaa
MAINE

ROCKLAND.

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
t

WITH THE MAINE MUSIC

In addition to personal notes recording delartures and arrivals, this department esweially desires Information of social haplenings, parties, nnwieals, etc. Notes sent
>y mail or telephone will be gladly received.
...........................................................

ELEPHONE

Mrs. I). Joseph IXirgan is attending J
commencement at Gorham Normal
Srtiool where her daughter, Miss
Emma Uorgan is one of tlie grad- |
nates.

Into the Cooling

Kenneth SearleV leaves today for '
Boston and New York on a short
business trip.

Waves

770

Miss Edith MaeAlman returned to
Portland yesterday after spending
ht weekend with her mother, Mrs. |
K G. MaeAlman, Broad street.

A timely selling of women’s
bathing suits.
We offer
them to keep yoff'cool.

At nohl Rogers spent the weekend
Ivith his parents, Mr. and Mrs. I
[Vrlhur Rogers.

PRICES:

’2.98 $3.98

Samuel Rogers is home from Lew; ton on a week’s vacation.

and up

Mr. nnu Mrs. Leslie Clark of Damhriscotta Mills were visitors in the
I *ty Sunday.

We have a complete line of popu

Mrs. Caroline S. Saunders and
.Iiss Mary Saunders of Brookline,
Mass., arrived Friday to spend the
Jammer at Pleasant Beach, llarold
) Haskell will motor from Rrookine for the weekend, accompanied by
Mrs. Mary P. Sibley, who will spend
lie summer with Mrs. Saunders.
[Miss Saunders will be employed at
he Fuller-Cobb-Da vis store thi.s
b’.-.mer.
The Ladies’ Aid of the Littlefield
Memorial Church will meet with Mrs.
Idgar Barter, 2 Adams street Wedcsday evening.
Rosenberg ha*>^<-isit in Lincoln]

News has been received here of the
narriage of Miss Lillian IL Johnson
o Phil Phillips of Boston. The bride
s the daughter of Mrs. Maria Johnon of St. George and has been eni•icyed in one of the Boston liosplals for three years. Mr. Phillips is a
tudent at Harvard Medical Colege and will graduate thi.s month,
'he couple are staying at present in
laid,field Hills.
Thursday afternoon at the home of
rs. Vincie Clark. 38G Broadway, the
/Oman’s Foreign Missionary Society
f the Pratt Memorial M. E. Church
ill hold an outdoor meeting. This
i the annual picnic with tlie “Little
Jfcht Bearers," and all young pen
ile and the children of the parish
re invited.

Mrs. Susan Foss has gone to
farblthead. where she will visit her
•lighter, Mrs. Charles G. Hewett
i.ile the celebration is in progress.

Harry T. Baker of the Goucher
ollege faculty, Baltimore, is home
•r the summer vacation, in the
nurse of which he will continue his
Magazine writing when the spirit
loves. Goucher is now the fourth
*U’gest college for women in the
itintry, having 1050 enrolled.
A ■—

OAKLAND
PARK

, Tuesday, Thursday and

(

Saturday Evenings
c '•

____

Music by

Grindell’s
Colonial Club Orchestra

C. 8. Staples of North Haven was
Il visitor in the city yesterday, at
tending the directors meeting of the
Security Trust Co., of which board
lie is a member.

Clyde Mosher has gone to Salem
for a short visit.

Mrs. Westerfield of New York is I
t the Laurie awaiting tlie opening
of the Samoset Hotel, where she will I
|»pend the summer.

Mrs. Simon
in ned from a
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lar priced—

BATHING SUITS
in Stripe, Plain and Novelty De
signs, Worsted Materials.

CUTLER-COOK CO.
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

Mrs. Ernest Young and son Ernest
arrived Supdny morning from Bos
ton and opened theiy cottage at Bat
tery Point for the summer.
Mr.
Young returned yesterday.
Capt. A. H. Arey has returned tn
Salem. Mass., after spending the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Swift.

Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Fuller with two
children and nurse arrived yesterday
from Dedham, Mass., hy automobile
and will visit for a fortnight with
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller.

Mrs. Karl O'Brien attended the
exercises, at the University of Maine.
”, lie Chapin Class will meet this
evening with
Harriet
Parmelee,
Limerock street.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Adams and
Miss Margaret Adams attended the
commencement exereises at the Uni
versity of Maine where Miss Rose
Adams was a graduate.

E. B. HASTINGS COMPANY
SILK DRESSES
30 Silk Dresses, all the new colors .

. $

30 Silk Dresses
>' > I

* C

8.95

12.98

' "

30 Silk Dresses

16.75

With

Matt Moore

1

And

Dorothy Devore

Wed.-Thurs.

you’ll laugh
e-roar
-thrill

'-throb

at this great
comedusurpris^

w

A Girl, a Man and an Elephant!
What a trio \o take part in a
whirlwind, mile-a-minute ro-

Also

| Helen and Warren Series
James O'Hara

The New WRINKLEPROOF
That irons backward and sideways as easily as
forward because It has no corners or sharp edges?

25 New Spring Coats
To close out, only................................

It Irons quickly nnd easily tlie finest pleats
ruffles of your daintiest summer dresses.

$ 15.00

and

It’s a wonder!

Worth $20.00 and $22.00

Save $1.50 NOW

E. B. HASTINGS COMPANY

The regular price of this wonder iron is $6.00. But
with our annual summer offer of allowing you $1.50
for your old iron j'oii can —for a few days only—get
this iron at the pedal price of $1.30 and your old
Iron.

fort lo have elected to office such
candidates as will lie true to their
oath of office.
Re it resolved, That we work and
pray lor tlie time when tlie Golden
Rule shall dominate the hearts of
men and war shall he no more.
Re it resolved. That we express our
hearty appreciation and thanks to
the comrades at Union for tlieir
abundant hospitality and to all
others who contributed to our com
fort and pleasure.

Bring

In

your old Iron today and save $1.50.

Central Maine Power Co.
At All Our Stores

NEW DEMONSTRATION AGENT

Miss Nettie Simmons, a graduate
of the Framingham Normal School,
has been appointed home demonstra
tion agent for Knox and Lincoln
Counties. She succeeds Miss Nan
L. Mahoney .Inly 1st. the latter re
turning to her home in Caribou.

FOR ELECTRIC WORK

G. K. MAYO

Call 370

CUSTOM TAILORED CLOTHES
ALL WOOL SUIT or OVERCOAT

FRANCIS E. HAVENER

Electrical Contractor
69-71

E. II. Dickey of Waterville spent
tiie weekend at liis Rockland home.

AS LOW AS $25.00
Made in Any Style. Best Linings,
Trimmings and Workmanship
Tel. 304-J. 22 Masonic St. S3-tf

A Ventilator

Detroit

or

It is with real pleasure we announce a demonstration of Ret! Star by a Factory
Expert—

MR. WILLIAM
D. REYNOLDS
»
T

THURSDAY, .

FRIDAY,
SATURDAY
JUNE 17, 18, 19

EMPIRE

PARK

BEBE DANIELS

TODAY ( “THE PALM BEACH GIRL”

' REX BEACH’S
Great Navel of Yukon Days

%. BARRIER

• MctnKWZOT/i

'Hear

for $1.50—and enjoy
Have you seen the New WRINKLEPROOF Iron?

Vudor

Today
“THREE WEEKS
IN PARIS”

Sell Your Old Flatiron

SEE THE NEW DRESSES IN OUR WINDOWS
THEY ARE BARGAINS, EVERY ONE OF
THEM

Elmer M. Emery has gone to
Stamford, Conn., to enter tlie Bart
WHITE RIBBONERS
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sanscomb of lett Co-operative School of Tree Sur
Rev. W. R. f'h.’ise of Houlton, son
of Rev. 8. L. R. Chase, former pas Malden. Mass., visited tlieir former gery.
tor of tlie First Baptist Church is home here over Hie weekend, guests
Mrs.' Preston W. Gray of Orring Knox County W. C. T. U.1
They
now located in IJoulton.
Mr. Chase of Mrs. Cassie Sukeforth.
leave
today
for
Canada
hy
way
of
ton
with cjilldren Glenice and Frank
was tlie recipient of many social at
Workers Hold Their Coun
Tliey have recently sold are visiting her parents. Mr. and
tentions during ills' recent visit In X'ew York.
Mrs.
James
Emery.
Limerock
street.
tlieir
business
at
Malden
and
will
ty Convention in Union.
this city.
take a long vacation before enter
ing
the
business
field
again.
Mrs.
Mrs. Della Sullivan arrives today
Frank L. Campbell spent the
Thp 39th annual convention of the
weekend at his Ingraham Hill home, Sanscomb was a Rockland girl, Miss from Boston for a week's visit with Knox County W. C. T. U. was held
Emma
Searles.
her sister, Mrs. Elmer S. Bird.
returning to Portland Monday to re
in the Congregational Church, Union
join Ills .ship, tlie John Tracy. Mr.
woth a
good attendance.
Miss Adelaide Trafton is home
Miss Della B. Eean of Boston is
Campbell is one of Hie engineers.
Mrs. Clara Wallace in the opening
(loll Gorham Normal School for the home attending the graduation ex devotional service emphasized per
ercises of her nephew, Donald W. sonal gifts for service, basing her
The Harold Robertses tf Stam summer vacation.
Thomas.
remarks upon God’s question to
ford. Conn., are at Trial Mark Farm,
Miss Flora Wise is at Kr.ox HosMoses, ‘ What Is in thy hand.”
Owl's Head road.
Mrs.
Lloyd
Collett
of
Bangor
is
Tlie roll call of officers and super
pilal for treatment.
the
guest
of
her
parents,
Mr.
end
intendents showed a large majority
Clarence 8. ''Jerry” Whitney of
Mrs.
L.
E.
Blackington.
John McLoon
entertained
the
present.
Greetings of most cordial
Freehold Military Academy, Free
welcome were extended by Kev. Bes
Senior Class of Roekland High
hold. N. J. is in this city.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Edwards,
sie Crowell, pastor of the entertain
School at the McLoon cottage. Pleas
Frank M. Tibbetts and daughter ant Beach yesterday at the last mother Mrs. Emily Abbott and ing church and a friendly response
granddaughter
Nancy
Weeks
have
The day and place
was given h.v President Hope Brew- j
Eleanor motored to Leeds and spent class picnic.
were Ideal and a happily memorable joined Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Weeks ster of Roekland.
the weekend.
it their Ash Point cottage.
The reports of the superintendents
lime the result.
gave assurance that this group of
Wendell Thornton is home front
women is considering quietly and
Higgins Classical Institute for Hie
■spsclentiously the. questions that
summer vacation, during which lie
affect tlie foundations of society.
will he"employed as chauffeur by a
Loving tribute was paid to the
Rockport summer resident.
memory of Mrs. Sarah Brafoliall of
Thomaston. Mrs. Lena Strong cf
Hr. and Mrs. George R. Campbell j
Camden, Mrs. Howe, Miss Ida Lowell
and daughter Mildred of Augusta
of Thomaston and Mr. John Up
were guesis over Sunday of Mr. and
ham of .North Union honorary mem
Mrs Kennedy Crane. They were ,
ber in the memorial service ably
so much charmed with a visit to i
conducted hy Mrs. Elizabeth Stanliy
Holiday Beach that it would not he
Tiie convention speaker was lli.-.
1 surprising to see them also become
Mary it. Ervin of Xenia. Ohio, na
summer residents of this section.
tional ^nd world secretary of the
Loyal Temperance Legion.
In her
Mrs. II. L. Higgins and Mrs. Hat
afternoon address Miss Ervin re
tie Higgins have returned from a
ferred to the so oft repented inane
visit in Portland where they attended
criticism that the 18th amendment
Hie convention of the State Relief
was "put over” on the American
Corps.
people, refuting it by railing atten
tion to tlie fact that it was only ofie
Class :: of the Methodist Churidi
lia’f oLjittle Itliode Inland, and oneSchool will he entertained at the
half MTlittle Connecticut that pre
home of Miss Mae Chase, 11 Fulton
vented its approval from being unan
street, Thursday evening.
imous.
Miss Ervin's suggestions
for making the 18th amendment
Mrs. Harvey Haywood has gone to
more effective were better State and
Woodland where she will make her
Federal enforcement codes.
Em
future home.
phasis was laid upon the fact that
the Wets arc attacking the Volstead
Crescent Reach Inn has its offi
Act.
cial opening nt a dinner-dance to
How inconsistent is this i.ttack of
morrow night to which the puhlie is
SELF-HANGING
the Wets, she said, when we know
invited.
Those who attended tlie
that tlie brewers' own standard of in
opening affair last vear will not de
toxication was one-half of 1 per
lay in telephoning f .r tlieir reserva
cent.
tions for tomorrow night.
Broad ns was the theme of Miss
Ervin's afternoon address her sweep
VENTILATING
in the evening was world wide, cov
ering a tour of England. Scotland.
PORCH SHADES
Belgium,
Holland,
Switzerland.
France and Italy.
She was fluent
in her appeal for vision, faith and
•
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
courage for those in , the United
■■■■■uqHavi'nRrwv'rrnMniaMaM
SECOND FLOOR
SECOND FLOOR
States to go on endeavoring to up
Today
lift tlie world, to answer the ap
peal of the thousands of boys and
“Yellow Fingers”
girls In other lands for those tilings
FRI.-SAT.
tliey need and to which they are
Olive Borden
entitled.
Tlie speaker made vci<
Charles Ray
realistic to the audience tlie public
in
Imuses in England crowded with
Wed.-Thurs.
“Dynamite Smith”
men and women drinking while chil
And
dren G and 7 years old were standing
half asleep outside waiting for tlieir
“Sign of the Claw”
mothers to come out to take them
home. .
Throughout Miss Ervin's addresses
was f»lt her strong plea for the hoys
and girls of America ns the hope of
the world and the necessity of en
rolling them to he trained and
.7
COMEDY
*
NEWS
pledged as National Prohibition
Guards.
These officers were elected: PreslWEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
lent. Mrs. Elizabeth Nev. lici t. Ap
pleton: vice president. Mrs. Etta
Fernald.
Camden:
corresponding
‘ecretary. Mrs. Bessie Luce, Cam
den; recording secretary. Mrs. Clara
Emery. Rockland: treasurer, Mrs.
Hope Brewster. Rockland; auditor.
Miss Edith Benner, Rockland.
Tlie following resolutions were
HOPE HAMPTON
adopted:
NITA NALDI
We. members ot the Knox County
Woman's
Christian
Temperance
HOLBROOK BLINN
Union, in convention now assembled
return hearty and abundant thanks
In
to tlie great God of the Universe and
our Fa tiler who lias been our guide
and helper since last we met.
And
at tills time we renew our allegiance
to Him and ask for His continued
guidance.
l!e it resolved. That we re-afflrtn
our determination lo uphold the
I
eighteenth amendment and the Vol
CTURE
stead Act and tn use all our Influ
ence against any encroachment of
_ V. TTII—
the enemy.
A Pulsing Melodrama ' Intrigue
Be it resolved, That we deplore tlie
and Adventure in the Heart of
increase of the use of narcotics es
NORMAN KERRY
pecially the growth of the elgarct
the Greatest City Of All.
LIONEL BARRYMORE
habit.
Also
Be it resolved, That as adults we
HENRY B. WALTHALL
recognize our
responsibility
in
PETE MORRISON
teaching the principles of social mo
D-R-A-M-A spelled with capital letters. A tre
In ,
rality nnd total abstinence to tlie
mendous, spectacular production, with an allyoung in our several communities.
“THE SET-UP”
Be it resolved, That we as Chris
star cast. Perfect picture entertainment.
tian women take our civic responsi
it “Casey of the Coast Guards’’
bility seriously and make every ef

The Only Shade Made With

JF

On Sale All This W eek

interpret

“The Great Love" on the Organ.

REMEMBER-THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
EVERYBODY WELCOME

Stonington Furniture Co.
L. MARCUS, Proprietor

313-319 Main St.

Rockland

Tel. 980
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' CONVENTION ECHOES

Rockland Baptists Had a Big
Task and They Did It
Well.
In Baptist pulpits throughout the
State Sunday was told the story of
tne State convention which had just
been held in Rockland—a stoi^jy which
fiiicd the ears of all congregations
• with cheering messages, and which
, did not fail to give full acknowledge
ment of the hearty greeting and corto prepare hot breakfast Idiai entertainment which this city
: gave.
now 3 to 5 minutes
Now that the smoke has cleared
away and there lias been an oppor
tunity to take account of stock, it
UICK QUAKER, savory and de develops that the convention was a
lirious, takes less time to pre much larger one than the general
public was led to suppose.
pare than plain toast. Thus provides
The registration with the enter
a hot and nourishing breakfast in a
tainment committee was 427, and it
hurry.
is estimated that enough more saw
That is how every day should be to their own entertainment to bring
started.
the total registration up to 450.
Started with the ideal food balance This is not the largest convention the
of protein, carbohydrates and vita- Baptists of Maine have ever held,
mines—plus the ‘'bulk” to make laxa but it was the largest in 10 years,
tives less often needed—that leading ano the people of Rockland and
dietary authorities now so widely urge. neighboring towns are to he con
Start your days and your children’s gratulated on the successful manner
in that way. No need now, simply to in v.hich it was handled.
The latchstring was out, on the
save time, to deny them the supreme
strength food of the world. Get Quick doors of Protestant homes, regardless
of denomination, and not a few of
Quaker today.
the delegates were sheltered ’neath
tlie roofs of Catholic people, equally
hospitable.
When the departing
delegates
shook hands with their entertainers
and the committee workers they ex
pressed the opinion unanimously that
the local hospitality was unsur
passed, and that it was one of the
best and most harmonious conventi< ns they had ever attended.
All of tlie visitors were enthusias
tic over the improvements which
have been made on the interior of
the First Baptist Chdrch. and not a
few expressed the unqualified opin
ion that no better Baptist Church in
the State has a handsomer interior.
It was unfortunate that the exterior
work was not also completed, and the
new town clock installed, but one
must remember that even Rome was
not built in a day.
Although no action was taken by
tlie convention regarding its meeting
place for next year, it seemed to be
the sentiment that it would be held
in Portland.
So valiantly did all '" the local
committees work tha
„ would he
both difficult and unfair to particu
larize.
The pastor, Rev. B. P.
Browne, was a host in himself, and
was apparently possessed of as many
eyes as Argus when it came to see
ing what needed to be done and how
to do it. The writer often heard him
referred to by the visitors and it was
always to the effect that Rockland
has a strong and capable pastor.
“I never saw a group of committees
work together so harmoniously.” Mr.
Biowne told a Courier-Gazette re
pot tor. "There was absolutely no
friction but that spirit of get-to
gether that cannot fail to make any
thing a success.”
Everybody has been congratulat
ing Mrs. II. W. Frohock. who was
ehadrman of tlie committee on cu
te tainment. The convention grew
into vast proportions so unexpected
ly that it became a great problem of
how the delegates were all to be
housed. How well it was done Mrs.
Frohock’s friends are now telling
her.
The convention drew attention to
another especially busy personage.
A. E. Brunberg, who had charge of
SEA VIEW GARAGE BLDG.
•

The Time

Q

Quick Quaker

That’s all

we ask
for

Genuine

NEW

Willard

Battery

Alfred P, Condon

TEL. 837-W

Every-Other-Day
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the information desk. Duty called
him hither and yon, but the response
was always with a smile, coupled
with prompt and courteous action.
The musical features as provided
by the First Baptist choir and witii
Miss Hayden at the organ added
greatly to the success of the three
days’ services. The singing of the
Hallelujah Chorus and "The Heavens
Are Telling.” the chorus being aug
mented by other singers of the city,
evoked storms of applause from the
great audiences, and compliments
from the platfoim by Dr. Massee.
Dr. Gray and others. The music was
under direction of Mrs. Browne, who
also presided at the piano and
played the organ at the day services.

STRAND THEATRE
Do you yearn for adventure, and
llmst for romance? Do you long for
toe thrills and glamour of Paris, the
gayest of cities? Do you crave
laughter and light, a farce tilled with
merriment? Then see "Three Weeks
in Paris,” to be shown at the Strand
Theatre, the last time today.
Given an elephant—and an idea—
and Marshall Nellan. famous screen
diiecto:-, launched something really
new. ar.d hilariously funny, on the
screen. Anyone who doubts the di
rector’s reputation as “Tlie Mark
Twain of the Screen." need only to
step into the Strand Theatre on
Wednesday or Thursday and see his
ntw Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer produc
tion, "The Great Love." It’s a real
great love—six tons of it! It ranges
from hysterically funny mishaps to
thrills that make one gasp. It holds
one spellbound with its audacious
humor. It is N’eilan at his best.
The story is a love triangle—and
one side of the triangle is an ele
phant! A young doctor, broke and
without practice as new graduates
are, has for his first case a circus
elephant who was burned. He also
has a sweetheart.
The elephant conceives a great love
for her benefactor. Like Mary's
lamb, she follows him everywhere—
tluough a church bazaar that col
lapses, into stores that do tlie same
—the walks along with a garage en
casing her like a wooden kimono—
and gets jealous of the girl.—adv.

EMPIRE THEATRE
“Yellow Fingers,” featuring Olive
Borden will have Its last showing
today, "Casey of the Coast Guards”
and the Pathe News will complete
the bill.
In “The Unfair Sex," which will he
shown two days at the Empire The
atre starting Wednesday, many of
’.lie most exciting scenes take place
ir. a fashionable night club at which
the enchantress of the piece is
hostess, and where she lures her vic
tims. The club is on a huge revol
ving disc, the orchestra on a round
dais in the center, the tables on the
outside, witii little raised balconies
at Intervals, for the tables of espe
cially favored guests, and the dance
floor between the orchestra and
tables. The devolutions and lighting
are equally as unique as the floor
plan. The other picture is Pete Mor
rison in “The Set-Up."—adv.

ATTRACTED
BY BOOKLET
r_________
Read of Other Women
Who Found Health

Brooklyn. New York.—Mrs. 0.
Hegmanr of 35 Central Ave., was in
a run-down condition and could
not do her house
work. She could
notsleepatnight.
Her story Is not
an unusual one.
Thousands of
women find them
selves in a simi
lar condition at
sometimeintheir
lives. "I found
______ your advertise
ment in my letter box,” wrote Mrs.
Hegmann, “and took Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and got
relief.” Mrs. Hegmann also took
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Herb Medicine
and Lydia E. Pinkham’s Pills for
Constipation, with good results. She
says, "I am recommending your
medicines to all I know who have
symptoms the same as mine, and to
others whom I think it will help.
You may use my statement as a tes
timonial, and I will answer any let
ters sent to me by women who would
like information regarding your
medicines.”
There are -women in your state—
perhaps in your town—who have
written letters similar to this one
telling how much Lydia E. Pink
ham’s Vegetable Compound has
helped them.
civilization dropped
from
men
through their lust for gold, has been
transferred to the screen with
praiseworthy fidelity by
Director
George Hill.
Norman Kerry and
Marceline Day are the focus of ro
mantic interest in the picture.
As
Lieutenant
Meade
Burrell.
the
haughty scion of a proud Virginia
family. Kerry is sent to an Alaskan
army post, where he meets and loves
Necia, played by Marceline Day. a
half-breed girl whom he believes
white, as does the girl herself, hav
ing been raised as the daughter of
C-ale, the kindly old trader, portrayed
convincingly by Henry B. Walthall.
The picture contains none of the
monotonous heroics commonly as
sociated with the stories of the fron
tier and a well defined vein of com
edy.- interpreted hv George Cooper
and
Bert
Woodruff,
permeates
throughout.—adv.
The sale of the H. F. Hicks stock
of furniture, safes and many other
items is still going on at the store at
65 Llmerock street. Call and see if
you can find a bargain.—adv.

63-Then-T65-tf

Absolutely Sanitary

Eastern Dairies Ice Cream
from a Frigidaire Cabinet
A New Product

PARK THEATRE
The attraction for today is Behe
Daniels in The Palm Beach Girl.”
Replete with thrills. beautiful
photography and splendid acting by
a notable cast of principals is “The
Barrier.” which will be shown at the
J Park on Wednesday and Thursday.
Beach's stirring novel of the Alas
kan frontier, where the veneer of

A New Way of Serving
For Sale at

WEYMOUTH’S
ROCKLAND

402 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

55-T-tf

DRESSED CALVES
LIVE AND DRESSED
PROMPT RETURNS

T.H.WHEELERCO.
POULTRY
EGGS, APPLES, ETC.

A RELIABLE

COMMISSION HOUSE
93-101 Clinton St.

BOSTON
100-tf-T?

Buy the Best Baking Soda—
THREE CROW BRAND

4. SMITH
SAILMAKERS
BERRY

Successors to

George W. Mugridge
AUTO TOPS AND TRIMMINGS
AWNINGS
TENTS
FLAGS
* Waterproof Covers of All Kinde
46-tf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm hat
e fan
fa thfully aerved
County
lies
Tel. day, 450; night 781-W.

Lady Attendant
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME

V. F. STUDLEY CO.
DEALERS IN REAL ESTATE
WE CAN ARRANGE FOR MORTGAGE IF WANTED
283 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

We Have Properties For Sale in These
Locations
Rockland, Thomaston, Waldoboro, Jefferson,
Union, West Rockport, Rockport, Camden,
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Swan's Island, Matinicus, Near Bar Harbor, and Bludhill, Owle
Head, South Thomaston, Spruce Head, Clark's
Island, Cushing, Friendship.

1 House and 5 Acres land on Limcrock Street.
2 Houses at Pleasant Gardens, Rockland.
6 Room House and Garage, Pine Street,
fjotcl at Rockport, 40 Rooms Furnished.
8 Room House on Cedar Street, All Improvemente.
6 Room House on Hill Street.
7 Room House on Warren Street; Modern Improvements.
8 Room House with All Improvements on Broad
way.
3 Family House, Warren Street, Double Lot.
10 Room House and Barn, latest improvements;
six acres land; Highlands.
6 Room House and Barn; 1’/2 Acres Land,
Warrenton Street.
7 Room House and Garage, latest Improve
ments; Grace Street.
4 Room House, large tot, Southend; low price.
2 Family House, all latest improvements, center
of city.
1 Camp at Lily Pond, Rockport.
1 Cottage at Megunticook Lake, good view; 4
rooms.
1 Cottage, center Crescent Beach.
1 Cottage, Coopers Beach.
1 Camp at lake near city.
22 room Hotel at Northport.
24 room Hotel, improvements, Rockland, Me
2-family House, with three lots of Land, South
Main street.
7-Room Hjuse and Oarn, Collar, Lights, City
Water, Highlands.
6 Room House and Garage, Lights, City Water,
Highlands.
Small Wood Lot at South Thomaston.
Smail Wood Lot at West Rockport.
Several Low Priced Cottage Lots, Crescent
Beach.
Large Business Lot on Winter street.
Large Business Lot on Park Street.
One of the Best Farms, 4 miles out of city, 95
acres of Land.
2C0 Acres Shore Property, near Belfast, over
looking the bay.
6 Houses, almost new in Camden. All small
size. Prices frem $2500 to $3850.
Store and Fixtures. Stock. House and Barn
and Garage. To be sold at once, alt for $4500.
Good location in city.
Cottage with Cement Cellar, Improvements. All
Furnished. Large Shore Front, Fireplace, 5
Bedrooms. Owl’s Head, $3000.
2 Very Low Priced Lots on Broadway.

TELEPHONE 1080

50 Fruit Trees. Low price if sold at once.
Restaurant, fine location, for sale.

This Listing Has Been Advertised
19 Farms.

61 Homes within eight miles of City.
6 Business Properties.
1 Farm, 37 Acres, in Warren.
.Furnished Cottages To Rent at Lake or Salt
Water

Many Homes in Thomaston, Rockport, Owl's
Head and Camden.

Listings Wanted
NEW

LISTINGS WILL BE
EACH WEEK

ADVERTISED

Store at Stonington—very low price.
1 House, Camden Street, 6 Rooms; Cellar and
Garage.
1 House in Camden, all the latest improvements,
7 rooms with Garage, $3700.
8 Room House, Holmes street; improvements.
Fine Home on Beech Street, ail latest improve
ments.
1 Fine Home, Camden Street, latest improve
ments.
2 Fine Houses, Broadway, all latest improve
ments.
1 Six Room House, South Street, cellar and
Garage.
Dry Cottage Lots at Crescent Beach, from
$60.00 to $500.00.
Several Lots on Masonic Street Extension,
from $150.00 to $500.00 each.
Many other lots in the city.
Several Cottage Lots, Hosmer’s Pond.

Special
5 Room House; Cellar; Lights; Garage; large
lot, Frederick Street, City.
2 Houses and Garage, North Main Street.
2 Family House, 7 rooms each side, with barn,
collar, pump in house, electric lights; all fur
nished with good furniture; 7'/2 acres land
that goes to the water. Must be sold at once;
very low price, South Thomaston.
4 Room House and Garage on Pine Street.

Wanted
Property of All Kinds. We Will Make a Cash
Offer At Once
TELL

SEE US FOR QUICK SERVICE
US WHAT YOU WANT—WE
GET IT.

CAN

Several Business Properties Here and Other
Towns

V. F. STUDLEY CO-

\
____

z
KATHLEEN

M. SNOW

...............

LIBRARIAN
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IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

Week days: 9 a. m. to 7.30 p. m.
To teach a child to read and not
to teach it what to read is to put a
dangerous weapon into its hand—
Charles Dudley Warner.
. • • •
"Say, Miss Marshall,” piped one
shrill little voice in greeting the chil
dren's librarian, "I’ve got a question
now that even my mother can't an
swer; How could God make heaven
when he didn't have anything to
stand on?”
• • • .
Summer Reading Clubs. Library
Treasure Hunters, the last story
hour of the season and the Doll’s1
Story Hour Party; with all these to
think about, small wonder that an
air of excitement pervades the Chil
dren's Room.
The Doll’s Story Par
ty is scheduled for next Saturday af
ternoon.
....
"Miss Snow! Miss Snow!” squeals
one youngster on the street.
"Is it
all right If I dress my doll like Cin
derella's Godmother?” "Oil.
Miss
Snow, what color trousers did Black
Sambo wear. My doll Is going to be
RIack Sambo.”
“Do you want big
dolls or little dolls, Miss Snow?”
And so on comes the deluge of
questions.
A real Doll's Story Par
ty isn't to be had every day.
• . . •
Just what plans will he made ta
accommodate parking the numerous
doll carriages has not yet been de
cided.
A check system will doubt
less be necessary! Some things are
sure though.
There will be a doll's
parade around the circular walk, an
exhibit of the gaily dressed folk
from Storyland and a chance to see
the wonderful foreign dolls loaned
by the Bangor Public Library.
. • • .
At the story hour Saturday morn
ing it was necessary to form two
group.;.
The younger children se
lected a cool spot on the back library
lawn and listened with renewed In
terest to their favorite
stories.
Epaminondas. Black Sambo and the
much beloved Charlie stories. And
by the way, if one is looking for an
inexpensive book, for a 4-7 year-old
he sure and see the Charlie Books.
They are written by a Miss Hill and
Maxwell who come each year to
Tenant's (Harbor, and are as fascina
ting collections of really fine stories
as are owned at the library.
• • • •
Older boys and girls found a shady
spot on the side lawn.
A Bre’r
Rabbit yarn from a Joel Chandler
Harris book, a folk tale from Rus
sia, Alfred .Noyes' “Selfish* Giant"
and many a reading from Christo
pher Robins own book of poems,
When We Were Very Young.” made
up their program. This is the last
regular story hour until September.
....
When the librarian appeared armed
with a camera, there arose a shrill
chorus of "Oh. I don't want my pic
ture taken. I'll break the film!”
Nevertheless 'twas evident from the
eager rush for front row seats that
even story-h’our kiddles are not
averse to talking for talk's sake.
....
•
Sinclair Lewis’ "Mantrap;” BeedIng's "Little White Hag.” May John
ston's "Great Valley:" Rinehart's
"The Bat;” and Norris’ “Black
Flemings" have just been added to
the rental department.
Recent ad
ditions to the regular collection in
clude Challenged" by Helen R. Mar
tin, “When the Devil Was Sick” by
E. J. Rath. “Instruments of Dark
ness” by Alice Duer Miller, “Shep
herds” by Marie Ocmler, “Juliet Is
Twenty” by Jane Abbott, “The
Painted Stallion" bj- Hall G. Evarts,
“The Bat" by M. R. Rinehart.
• • • ♦

23 Cottages.
47 House, Cottage and Wood Lots.

.

'—s’-

Conversations with librarians at
the recent Library Conference re
vealed the fact that Rockland is
practically the only library in the
State which allows its patrons more
than one seven-day book at a time.
Librarians feel very strongly that to
restrict this number means more
general circulation of books and bet
ter service for a larger number of
people.
• ♦ ♦ ♦

Rockland
librarians have not
agreed with this. To be sure, a few
people abuse the privilege and keep
unread books at home, hut on the
whole it is felt that the non-restricted privilege allows for more
generous library service.
The li
brarian would be interested to re
ceive comments on this matter.
• * • •
When "Thunder on the Left" was
returned this week the following in
teresting clipping was enclosed,
taken from the Boston Herald of
II iv 2*:
Mr. Morley’s answer to our query
about "Thunder
on
the
Left."
"Green Escape. Roslyn Heights, New
York.
Dear John Clair Minot:
Many thanks for your charming
note, but you must not expect the
spider to be eloquent when you ask
him what he means by his web! He
looks at you with a bright embar
rassed eye, and at once rAires into
his tunnel.
Good luck and all hap
piness to you.
I am lust cleaning
my table for a vacation.
Christo"pher Morley.’’

To look and feel

YOUNGER
Keep Your Digestion Right
Good digestion and careful atten
tion to the regular morning habit is of
first importance, the first step toward
keeping you in condition for your
daily duties.
Keep vour bowels active with “L.
F.” ATWOOD S BITTERS, in small
regulated doses, and you are sure to
keep well, to look young and to feel
young and full of life.
If you’ve never used it, send us 15c
today for a trial bottle, or get the
regular family size at your dealer’s,
60 doses, 50 cents.

L. F, Medicine Co.. Portland, Me.

Good News
for Six Boyers
The facts about Hupmobile Six value and
appearance—and the thriiling performance it
gives—are good news for every prospective
buyer cf a six. For they tell you cf a new deal
f.ir the public A car that performs like sixes
much higher in price; and that counts as its
own every ore cf the sterling attributes u hich
have made Hupmobile celebrated every
where for long life and low costa.
Hupmobile Six

Hupmobile Eight

Sedan, five - p.imrnfer, fourdoor. $1383. Coupe, two-pae•enger, with rumble seat, $1385.
Touring, five-paasengcr. $1323.
Equipment include* 30 by 5 25
balloon tire*, iour-wh?cl
brake* All prices I. o. b. De
troit, plus revenue tax.

Sedan, five-raweri-r, $7345.
Sedan. Berlin*. $2a4S C oupi.
two pa-.<en,.er. with rumb'e
•eat,$2345- Kufcdau r with u.i.i
l.le teat.
Touring. fi\<pasnencer. $1945. lourim
eeven-pa««enKer. $2045- Alt
price* I. o. b. Detroit, plu,
revenue tax.

HUPMOBILE

Unusual Features
Oil Filter - Caroline
DI ter - P. via. »k;»b1y
E.,»y Steeling• Uohol*tery in tat st Mode,
Clear - Virion kodir*.
Sp'cial One/’icrp V jji >n-Vii.t«l » ng.Windsh'tld - I > • .It (. arolinc
Gaug" -iron*. Rigid
I ram? - tieivy. Rigid
Crank*hi-ft Sprc’tl
Vibration Damper.
Machined Conb'j*.’
lieu CLac.o*r*.

SEX

171*

GEORGE M. SIMMONS GARAGE
23 TILLSON AVENUE

TEL.4-W

Telephone J?
Directory

WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Kelso of
Wakefield. Mass., are guests of Mrs.
Kelso’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
Starrett.
Mrs. Nida Copeland and Mrs. Em
ma Seavey were guests Friday of
Mrs. Seldon Robinson.
Dr. F. G. Campbell is driving a
1926 Ford coupe on his daily rounds, j
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Spear, Jr., of
Newton Centre, Mass., spent the
weekend In town.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fuller and
son of Houlton were guests of Mrs.
Amy Fuller the latter part of last i
week enroute to their camp at Craw
ford's Pond.
Maurice Watts has been very ill
for several days at the home of F.
L. Teague for whom he works.
"Fruitful" is the topic for discus
sion at the Wednesday evening meet
ing of the Baptist Church.
Mrs. Annie Spear has been visit
ing In Rockland the past week.
Mrs. Laura Robinson who has re- j
mained at home during the Illness of
her son Lewis resumed work at the
woolen mill Monday. Master Lewis
!s now quite comfortable and gaining
daily.
Otis W. Ellis joined his family here
for the weekend.
Newell Eugley has been confined to
his home with a lame bark the past
week.
H. N. Hilton is employed at
the mill during ills absence.
A neighborhood surprise party was
tendered Miss Ida Stevens last
Thursday evening at the horn* of
Mrs. Ruth W. Perry, Western Road.
Among those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Watts of Rockland.
Mrs. Nellie Davis, Mrs. Lillian Sim
mons, Marguerite iSimmons, Mrs.
Ruth Wilson, Mrs. Martha Watts.
Mrs. May Rokes, Mrs. Lena Webb,
Mrs. Wesley Lewis, Mrs. Alice Kennlaton, Mrs. Mina Russell, Mrs.
Elizabeth Starrett.' Miss Hazel Kenniston. Mrs. Lizzie Leach and the
guest of honor Miss Ida Stevens. Ice
cream and fancy cookies were served
to the guests. Piano solos were terpsichorean additions were a lively
feature contributed by one versatile
member. •
■
Forget-Me-Not Chapter of South
Thomaston has extended to Ivy
Chapter. O. E. S.. an Invitation to
meet with them on June 21.
Supper
will he served at 6.30 p. m.
Ivy
Chapter holds a rehearsal Wednes
day evening at 7 p. m.
Lester Young has been having a
vacation from his work at
the
Charlestown Navy Yard.
Ninety-two members attended tlie
W. H. S. Alumni Banquet at the 1.
O. <). F. hall Friday.
Following the
banquet a business meeting was
called at which these officers were
elected: President,. F. D. Rowe; vice
president, W. E. Hahn; secretary,
Bertha Ludwig; treasurer, Helen
Wentworth.
Mr. Rowe then intro
duced Willis Vlnal as toastmaster
for the evening.
The program
included the following; Remarks by
?>lr. Vinal, Hazen Ayer, Rev. C. D.
Paul and Rev. H. M. Purrington;
quartette. Mrs. Nettie Vlnal, Mrs.
Helen Wentworth, Mrs. Alice Brown
and Mrs. Bertha Ludwig: poems
read by Mrs. Abbie Newbert, Mrs.
F. D. Rowe, Mrs. Harlow Brown,
Mrs. Nettie Vinal, Mrs. Elmer Jame
son and Mrs. Evelyn
Robinson:
readings by Mrs. Wentworth and
Miss Ruth Flfleld.
A letter was
read from W. T. Fletcher, principal
of Warren Academy 50 years ago.
Mr. Fletcher is now living in Love
land, Colorado.
A birthday cake,
hearing one candle, since the asso
ciation is one year old, was brought
in at the beginning of the program,
and was later cut and served.
Tlie
following committee was appointed
to take charge of the banquet plans
for next year: Mrs. Nettie Vinal.
Mrs. Helen Wentworth. Mrs. Anna
Starrett, Mrs. Grace Wyllie and Miss

ROCKLAND

CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
LAUNDRY WORK

v?
;

OILS AND GREASES

Call 170

Cad 127

People’s Laundry

THURSTON OIL CO.

17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work.
Family Washing a
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Dry.
Fini sh Flat Work.
shirts, Collars.
Colla

Wholesale and Retail
Oila for All Purpose*

GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
Corner Park and Broad Ste.

HARDWARE AND PAINTS

MONUMENTS
Telephone Connection

TeleDhons 205
WATER GLASS
EGG PRESERVER
Pints, Quarts and Gallon
Cans

Gilchrest
Monumental Work*
Main Street
Thomaston, Main*
ARTISTIC MEMORIAL*

H. H. Crie 6c Co.
456 Main Strest, Rocklard

ISITasgoodas BUICK ?
Before you. are persuaded, by

an extra allowance on your old
car, to buy some car you might
not otherwise choose, compare

the new car offered you to Buick.
Does it have a”sealed chassis”?
Has it a torque-tube-drive?

Has it mechanical 4-wheel
brakes? Has it a ten-plate,
multiple-disc dutch?

Has it a

Fisher body? Has it adequate

and efficient nation-wide service

facilities? Has it more than a
million enthusiastic owners?
0-1M7-NP |

^eft^BUICK
ROCKLAND

MOTOR

MART

S7 PARK STREET
Edna Boggs.
Gifts amounting to
$606.42 are now on deposit for tlie
High School Building Fund.
$20 of
this amount was presented by the
class of 1926, and $86.42 by previous
classes. Much credit is due the Re

bekahs who served the dellciov
quet, also Mrs. Nettle Vina
worked so energetically to ma
event the success that It real!
The Association now has 144
hers.

